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Constance Dallman Luna
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This project, designed f6r content teachers wishing
to improve their students' reading skills, includes lHsson
plans, procedures, and materials for learning modules in the
following content field reading p~oblem areas:

readability,

vocabulary, diagnosis, questioning, using the textbook,
organizing for instruction, and notetaking and listening.

The key recommendation was that the project b e seen
as an evolving process and not as an end product •
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Substantiating the current cliche "kids today don't
know how to read" is not a difficult task.

One need only

read a newspaper or listen to the local radio station for
reports of parents suing the school district because their
child was allowed to graduate with little or no reading
competence.

Anne Troy reported,

The annual report card on reading skills in our
major cities is appalling.
Some suburban high schools
say as many as half of their incoming freshman are
not reading above the third grade level (43:470).
The state of California, in recognition of the
widespread nature of the problem, recently passed legislation "mandating a certain reading proficiency for all high
school graduates''

(6:32).

Such legislation may well pose a

problem for secondary teachers who have resorted to watering
down their course materials, or using media other than
textbooks to teach their subject in an attempt to deal with
the reading problems in their classrooms.

Using simplifica-

tion techniques may get the students through the course, but
they will not be learning to use what Smith referred to as
"the basic tool of self-education:

the book"

(39:510).

One source of the reading problem may be the
inaccurate assumption that high school English teachers
1

2

teach reading.

Some schools have recently added courses in

reading improvement; but n review of current curriculum
guides such as those for Edmonds, Washington (1974),

7

Pierce County, Washington (1969), and Yakima, Washington
(1966), indicates the primary emphasis is still centered
in two areas:

literature and wr~ting skills.

'l'he high

school English teacher is concerned with literary forms
and examples, and syntax and spelling as they apply to
writing.
Another factor that makes it difficult to rely on
the English teacher to teach reading, is the matter of
preprofessional training.

A review of 1977-1978 college

catalogues revealed none of the four year, state-supported
institutions of higher learning in the ~tate of Washington
require a course in reading in the content fields for
either secondary education or English majors.

Eastern

Washington University, Central Washington University, and
Washington State University all offer classes in content
field reading according to the 1977-1978 catalogues.
offering and requiring are not the same.

But

Since these

courses have been added to the college curriculum in the
last five or six years, it is reasonable to assume that a
majority of English teachers in the state do not have the
training to teach reading.

If English teachers are short

in reading training, it is not reasonable to expect other
content teachers to have that preparation.

•

I
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A most important aspect of the reading problem is
the fact that reading skills need to be taught where Lhey
are used.

"It is generally agreed that the teachers who

are most effective in helping students read specialized

content materials are the teachers of the content areas"
(12:1).

The drawback to the idea of teaching reading in a

single class, usually the English class, lies in the theory
of transference.

While much 'is still to be learned about

the subject, Harris pinpointed the key difficulty with
transference when he reported that research findings show
"the more closely a learning activity resembles the
activity to which transfer of learning is desired, the more
likely it is for useful transfer to take place"

(18:50.

Estes and Vaughan clarified the problem when they sl.ated:
. the material from which students learned to
read differs from that which they are later required
to read to learn . . • material from which students
learn to read is fiction, but that which they are
asked to read to learn is expository; vocabulary in
the practice material is controlled for difficulty
and familiarity, but words in content areas are
specialized, the concepts often abstract and
unfamiliar (10:14).
The conclusion to be drawn from the preceding
opinions is that the content teacher, the teacher of math,
I

.l

of social studies, of science, or of industrial arts, etc .
is the person best suited to teach the reading skills
needed for his area.

7
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JUSTIFICATION

I

• I

UnforLunal.ely, "best suited" does not mean "best
qualified."

The content teacher is usually even less

prepared to teach reading skills than the English teacher.
Ifs/he has gone to school in the state of Washington,
his or her basic education requirements will be much the
same as the English teacher's:
required.

no content reading class

The emphasis in training will have been on the

subject matter of the special area rather than on the
written communication of that subject matter.
Then whose job is it to teach skills?

To assume that

the reading teacher can handle the job may be folly.
Richmond, in a survey completed in 1977, found

11

it was

also evident that Lhe majorlty of the personnel now
teaching reading at the secondary level were not adequately
prepared for the position 11

(33:58).

Research and experience stress that it is the
responsibility of the person who is teaching the class ' where
the skills are used to teach those skills.

If it is the

job of the content teacher to teach the reading skills
needed for his area, and if that teacher has neither background in nor preparation for teaching those skills, then
there must be some form of training established to supply
the necessary background and preparation.

5

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The reoponoibility for the development of such a
prngrAm most ~loAr]y lies with the school or district
reading specialist.

By job description and by course

requirements for certification, the reading specialist may be
the only one in the district prepared to plan and to organize
a reading skills training workshop.

If the school or

district is fortunate enough to have a specialist whose
training fulfills the minimum requirements for certification
under the guidelines estabJ.jshed by the International
Reading Association (1965), that district will have a
qualified training resource person.
As a potential reading specialist, it was the
author's intent to develop a training program for content
teachers to enable them to diagnose and to remediate the
specific reading problems that dause difficulty for
students in their content areas.

The program was planned

to cover teacher identified needs within a brief time
framework.

It was also the author's intention, through this

program, to initiate or to enhance an existing pattern of
teacher sharing of ideas and problems.
LIMITATIONS

J

The topics to be covered in content teacher training
were limited to those which were directly related to

......,
• I
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reading in the content field, not to reading improvement
per se.

I

I

These included:

(3) readability,

vocabulary,

(2) diagnosis,

(4) notetaking and listening,

izing for understanding,
(7) questioning.

(1)

(5) organ-

(6) using the textbooks, ilnd

The math teacher or the science teacher

is primarily responsible for con~eying a specific portion of
a body of knowledge in his subject field.

His job descrip-

tion does not include remediating all the reading difficulties of all his students.

Some of those difficulties

would be better treated through concentrated individual
work with the remedial reading teacher.

Improving discrimina-

tion of long and short vowel sounds or teaching diphthongs
are examples of skills that should not be the concern of
the content teacher.

It was certainly not the author's

intent to use this project to create new reading teachers.
"Every teacher is not a teacher of reading," said Harp,
"but every teacher should be sensitive to the reading needs
of his students"

(17:169).

The author made the assumption that teachers may
not be willing to devote themselves to a long period of
study in an area seemingly outside their content area.
Acting on this assumption, the workshop was planned for a
single day.

This time frame limited the topics covered to

two or three selected by the attending teachers prior to
the workshop.

If the ass11mption is valid, and teachers would

7
l
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be willing to spend more time, the remaining topics can
provide the material for future training sessions.
A major limitation of this study was the lack of
field testing.

While it would have been preferable to have

some feedback before completion of the project, the
author feels the research, plann~ng, and organization are in
themselves valuable.

Procedures for feedback and evaluation

of the workshop activities were included in the workshop
structure.

These procedures should help the workshop

trainer modify the activities and procedures as the session
progresses and when input indicates a need.

The evaluation

was also intended to give participants an opportunity to
become involved in the process and to internalize their
learning.
DEFINITIONS
Some of the terms used in this project may need
clarification.

To follow Berber's lead, the key vocabulary

should have been introduced at the beginning of this
chapter (20).

However, standard form dictates this more

usual position for definitions.
The content teacher referred to in the project
included any teacher whose primary concern was in teaching
a body of knowledge as opposed to a particular set of
skills.

.j

The definition should not be used to restrict

workshop attendance.

Many

so-called skill teachers

8

depend upon textbooks to relay portions of the information
they intend to cover in class.

In its broadest sense, the

term content teacher would include any teacher whose
students used a textbook or other writLen material for
class work.
Workshop was used here t9 mean a structured arrangement of activities, mini-lecures, and discussions for the
purpose of meeting predetermined goals and objectives within
a one day time framework.
The term module was chosen to label the materials
for each of the content reading skill topics.

Each module

included a statement of goals and objectives, list of
materials needed, and samples of handouts and transparency
masters, as well as a script of the learninq session
planned for that topic.
The assessment instrument designed for the workshop
was a list of questions for participants to answer about the
reading problems they found in their classrooms.

The

answers are used to determine the skill areas of greatest
need.

The two or three main areas would form the basis of

the workshop .

.j

Strategies are plans.

In this project the term

refers to the plans teachers design to teach a particular
reading skill.
Group process was used to differentiate the relationships among participants and trainer and their interactions

9

from the goals and activities of the workshop.

The author

wanted to focus both on the task to be accomplished and
on the ways the group would function in accomplishing that
task.
Maintenance functions were those actions and tasks
whose purpose was to keep the group working smoothly.
Schein listed seven basic maintenance functions:

harmonizing,

compromising, gatekeeping, encouraging, diagnosing, standard
setting, and standard testing (36:39).

A detailed investi-

gation of the functions would be interesting, but is beyond
the scope of this project.

Suffice it to say the author

was aware of the functions and concerned with helping the
group grow as a problem-solving unit.
Norms are patterns.

They are ways of behaving or

accepted standards of behavior.

Miles felt certain norms

were necessary for a group if training were to take place.
He suggested the folJowing seven norms as essential:

.l

People are important.
It 1 s safe to try things out here.
Feelings are important.
Things are not taken personally.
We learn from doing things and analyzing them.
What's happening here and now is the important
thing.
We plan together (26:207-208) .
The author agrees with Miles and attempted to structure the
workshop by these norms, as well as by the reading skills
subject matter.

10
SUMMARY
This chapter has given some introduction, explanation, and justification for the workshop project.

Chapter

two is a review of the literature in the field of content
reading which the author read as preparation for developing
the workshop.

Chapter three explains the rationale and

describes the overall procedure for the workshop session.
The remainder of the project is divided into six modules
each containing a lesson plan, list of procedural steps,
script, and samples of materials to be used.

The materials,

such as handouts and transparencies, are included in
appendixes at the end of the module for which they are used .

.J

J

.....,
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
There is no dearth of material written about reading
in the content fields.

Publishers' complimentary copies of

content reading texts could fill a shelf in any college
reading professor's library.

The International Reading

Association (IRA), in their listing of 1978 Pul~}ications,
included thirty books and monographs on various aspects
of content reading (24).

That number may gain importance

when one considers IRA is a

single publisher and not a

major one when judging by volume.

'l'he Journal of Re~:1-5hl}_<]_;

the IRA. periodical for secondary reading teachers, usually
offers at leasf one article a month on reading . in the
content fields.

An indication of the widespread interest

in the subject can be found in the fact that not only
reading and research journals but also journals in content
areas are carrying articles on reading.

The Journal of

Rese2.rc~in Science Teaching (March, 1977), ~ournal o!_
Chemical Education (May, 1976), and Industri~l Education
(October, 1976) are three such periodicals.
Through broad reading in journals, monographs, and
textbooks, seven major areas of interest were defined as
key concepts in the teaching of reading in the content fields.
11

J
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These concepts, which form the basis for this project,
include vocabulary, diagnosis, readability, using the
textbook, organizing for understanding, listening and
notetaking, and questioning.

Though other topics may be

covered in a particular article or chapter, these seven
are the most frequently discussed throughout the literature.
VOCABULARY
According to Burmeister (5:491), "one can hardly
understand the content of science, art, physical education,
and so on, without knowing th3 wcrds of these fields."
Ciani and Hogue (6:32) agreed when they said, "Vocabulary
development is of the essence in secondary school."

One

reason for the emphasis on vocabulary in subject areas is
the close tie between vocabulary and comprehension.

Forgan

and Mangrum (12:136) suggested that "without the specific
technical vocabulary students will not be able to read
assignments or understand lectures."

They also estimated

that as much as 60 percent of comprehension ~as accounted for
by vocabulary.

If their estimation is correct, it would

appear that vocabulary should be an important consideration
for the content teacher.
Gage (14:307) also encouraged the teacher to take a
look at the subject area vocabulary when he related the
wit.icism, "I don't know who discovered water, but I'm damn
sure it wasn't a fish."

His point was that teachers are

7
7
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often so close to the language used in their own content
area, that they may not realize it could pose a p~oblem
for their students.

Gage urged teachers to become aware

of their language and to teach that language to their
students

(14:307).
The teacher who views te~ching vocabulary as a

waste of time should consider Berber's statement (19:162}:
If the words emphasized represent the major ideas
teachers want students to acquire for a unit of
study, then the reinforcement experience develops
not only vocabulary skills, but also an understanding
of the subject conterit.
The student is able to manipulate and assimilate the course
concepts with words.

Estes and Vaughan (10:95) believed

"it is impossible to separate conceptualization and
experience from the vocabulary that ties the two together
in the mind of the learner or the language the learner
speaks."
Helping the student understand the vocabulary of the
subject may do even more than teach them the course concepts.
Smith (39:510) declared, "In addition to having a chunk of
knowledge that he or she has organized, the teacher has a
responsibility to show students how to use the tools of
learning."

The student who can read the basic terms of his

course text is also free to read those same words in other
books.

He can continue to learn, even beyond the classroom.

7
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DIAGNOSIS

l

7

"An essential step in helping students become
effective readers of content area materials is diagnosing
their reading needs,

11

reported Forgan and Mangrum (12:101).

To wait until the first unit test is scored before realizing
student needs is a frustrating waste of time.

If the

content teacher can identify with Vacca's statement
(45:387) that ''there's a consensus among reading people
that readiness should be a practical part of reading
instruction at every reading level, 11 than the teacher will
want to identify the student's strengths and weaknesses as
soon as possible.
How is the teacher to know what skills his/her
students have?

According to Estes and Vaughan (10:8) the

approximate reading ability spread may be computed using the
following formula:
RANGE= grade level ± grade level+ 1
2

Using this formula the grade level spread possible in a
junior classroom would be from fifth grade through graduate
school.
Obviously, the teacher cannot assume that a
student can read material simply because s/he is in a
particular grade.

Current scores on standardized reading

tests may not be of much value to the content teacher (5:44).

15
A single overall score tells the teacher little
about what particular skills were measured or about how t'he
student may have performed in a particular area.

"Informa-

tion about a student must be sought from an item analysis
of his answers, a task," Hansell (16:308) argued, "that
requires more of a teacher's pre9ious time."
There must be a simpler way of determining student
subject matter reading skills than by analyzing each
reading test item.

The literature suggests there is.

The

Informal Skills Inventory is recommended by many reading
authorities (42; 12; 10).

Construction of such an

inventory is relatively simple and is directly related to
the subject matter area.

Shepherd (38:23-25) clearly

outlined the procedure as determining skills needed for
reading in the subject area, then devising questions to test
those skills based on a representative passage from the
content reading material.

With a brief form and little

time, the teacher can quickly tell which students can
benefit from the textbook.

More important, those students

who will need instruction in skills are identified.
A statement from Estes and Vaughan (10:5) clearly
identifies the need for diagnosis:
There are two prinGiples underlining the relationship among students, teachers, and content.
First,
of all that might be taught, what is taught must be
determined by what can be learned.-Second, how to
teach is defined by how students learn. What can be
learned and how it can be learned are often~·-elated
to the readingability of the learners.
This
ability must be at least approximately sufficient

16
to the demands of ~nntent area readin~; otherwise,
either the ability or the demands must be
·
modified.
READABILITY
The obverse of the student reading ability coin is
the readability of the material.

Estes and Vaughan (10:18)

recommended teacher consideration of materials as a source
of reading problems when they said, "Many of the reading
problems which interfere with learning in content classrooms
can be traced to the material rather than the student."
Their recommendation is given cr~.d·e nce by Forgan and
Mangrum's (12:51) report that "many excellent textbooks are
written two or more years above the grade level of their
intend e d use."

Herman (22:'6) reported similar findings, as

did Burmeister (5:31).

Given the reading ability spread in

an average classroom, a student could conceivably be
assigned a text that is seven years above his ability.
Determining the reading grade level of material can
be done by using a formula that considers sentence length
and difficulty of vocabulary.

Fry (13) devised a simple

procedure which involves plotting the number of sentences and
the number of syllables on a graph.

The point at which the

two meet determines for which reading grade level the
material is best suited.
But much more is involved in readability than just
numbers of sentences and syllables.
(27:621):

According to Nelson

17
. . . readability formulas do not generally consider such variables as levels of abstraction,
complexity of concepts, figurative and poetic
language, multiple meanings, technical and scien-.
tific vocabulary, variations in format and organization, and a host of other factors related to the
comprehensibility of subject area reading materials.
Another technique for determining readability is the
cloze procedure.

Recommended by.a number of authorities

(38:37-38; 42:6; 34:32), the procedure involves:
(1) selecting a representative passage from the material
being evaluated,

(2)

it with a blank,

(3) giving copies to students who have not

read the material,

deleting every nth word and replacing

(4) setting no time limit, and

them to fill in the blanks.

(5) asking

Thelen (42:6) reported the

"cloze method can be used accurately and quickly to ~.:;creen
each student's ability to understand the text."

•rhe usual recommendations for the teacher whose
students can not read the text are to select other materials,
or perhaps rewrite the most important information on a
simpler level

(12; 17, 6).

While these may be very

practical suggestions, it is wise to remember Nelson's
(27:624) warning that providing simpler reading material
is no substitute for teaching.

She said:

A content textbook is not really designed for
independent reading.
It is a teaching tool designed
to present facts, concepts, and values that are
beyond the current knowledge and experience of the
reader.

7
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USING THE TEXTBOOK

In their list of skills necessary for reading
content materials, Forgan and Mangrum (12:106) place "using
the textbook correctly" as the first priority.

Discussing

independent learning, Herber (20:216) reminded teachers
"that students must be shown how'to do whatever it is they
are expected to do independently."

Unfortunately, too many

teachers do not apply this principle to their textbooks,
according to Jewett (25:32).
It has been the author's observation during teaching
that though high school students may have used textbooks for
nine to eleven years, they have not always been familiar
with the parts of those texts and their usefulness.
Guzak (15:54) listed thirteen specific book parts
that warru.nt student attention and commented:
Not only do pupils need to be capable of locating
these book parts, they must also be skilled in
using them for reference purposes that may be as
simple as finding what page the next story is on
or as complex as noting the dates and sources of the
bibliographical references for purposes of critical
evaluation.
Those who question taking time to remind students of
the features of their textbooks and their functions, may
find justification in Jewett's (25:33) list of benefits
that can result from a thorough familiarity with the text.
He suggested that using these parts will help the student
to:
(a) work more rapidly and efficiently, (b) prepare
assignments more thoroughly, (c) rec.td with a

...,
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purpose, (d) ace relationships among facts and
ideas, (e) arrive at generalizations through the
inductive process, (f) extend his vocabulary,
(g) rend er i tically, (h) read with cliscr imina Lion
and appreciation, (i) review key ideas, facts,
and principles to reinforce learning, and (j) study
and learn independently.
ORGANIZING FOR UNDERSTANDING
To organize is "to arrange or constitute in interdependent parts, each having a special function or relation
with respect to the whole 11

(

3: 59 2) .

If the definition is

not immediately clear, it can be seen as a microcosm of
the teacher's task in deciding how to present course material.
Many factors must be considered and interwoven into a
sensible whole:

student needs and abilities, basic concepts,

available materials, key vocabulary, and goals and objectives.

The experienced teacher may have found as Herber

(20:,1) did, that "the curriculum content in each of the
subject areas should be the organizing element."
As described by Earl (8:1), the teacher's first
task is to determine the most important concepts.

The

second task is to identify the key terms or symbols used
in discussing and understanding the concepts.

The third

task is to decide which concepts should be included in
instruction.

The teacher who knows whats/he wants to

teach, what the students already know, and what skills are
necessary for learning the material, is well on the way
to organizing for understanding .

.j
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Thelen (42:14) suggested teachers should make use
of the structured overview to give students a framework
for future learning.

Estes and Vaughan (10:148) described

it as being "a graphic presentation of the key terms in
the material arranged in an order to reflect the relationship among the concepts to be st~died.''

The structured

overview combines an introduction and identification of key
vocabulary with an overview of the concepts to be covered.
An additional technique for organizing material is
the study guide.

This instrument combines an awareness of

the many levels of student ability with a recognition of the
levels of comprehension.

llerber (20:43-47) identified three

levels of comprehension:

the literal, the interpretive,

and the applied.

Gage (14:307) referred to the task in

each level as reading the lines, reading between the lines,
and reading beyond the lines.

Whatever the choice of

terrns 1 the idea involves first understanding the facts
from the print; second, understanding the author's intent
or purpose; and finally, relating the reader's own knowledge
and past experience to the material in order to form
generalizations which may be applied to new situations or
new understandings.
Given these levels _of comprehension, Herber (20:6)
defined the teacher's role as ''showing the students how to
do

what they are required to do.''

Simply requiring students

to use a skill will not necessarily teach them that skill

-,
21
21:512).

Taking them step-by-step

through a process can

teach Lhe skill, and even more importantly, teach the
content material that was the original objective.
Study guides come in many forms
10:156-73).

(42:23-29; 8:29-31;

The simplest may be nothing more than a list

of terms and directions for reading speed based on the
importance of various sections.

The more useful study

guide involves the reader in the material by posing
questions to be answered through the reading.

Tutolo

(44:504) described two types of study guides as being
interlocking or non-interlocking.

'l'he inLer lockint.:i guide

arranges the comprehension questions in a hierarchy from
literal to interpretive to applicative.

Tl1e non-interlocking

guide mixes the levels by asking any questions that will
help the reader process the information at hand.
Either the interlocking or non-interlocking study
guide provides a useful tool for meeting students' differing
understanding needs.

The less able student can be directed

to the first level questions and the average or above
student can be called on to answer the higher level
questions

(44:504).

Estes and Vaughan (10:156) emphasized the need for
student interaction in the use of study guides.

Grouping

students of varying ability to discuss previously answered
questions is a technique recommended by many content
fie]d authors (42; 10; 20).

_J

Thelen (42:29) found group
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discussions an advantage for the student who might be
reluctant to ask questions in a whole class situation.
Herber (20:209) suggested small group discussions gave
students not only a more frequent opportunity for success
but also a chance to learn more thoroughly through
observing other students' reacti9ns and defense of individual
opinions.
LIS'rENING AND NOTETAKING
Listening is a skill rarely covered in content area
reading texts.

A glance at the index of any number of such

texts can substantiate this assumption.

None of the works

previously cited in this chapter have a page reference for
listening skills.

Yet, Fisher and Terry (11:126) suggested

that students spend over half their classroom time listening.
Their figures refer to elementary students.

In secondary

schools, according to Taylor (41:3), the estimated listening
time is as high as 90 percent.

Courtney (7:80) termed

listening one of the fundamental skills "essential to all
successful study, reading, and learning.

11

Unfortunately for the content teacher, listening
skills are most often covered in language arts texts.
Unfortunately, because, as previously cited, skills are most
beneficial when taught in the class where they will be used.

l
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The language arts texts offer a number of suggestions
for teaching listening skills.

Fisher and Terry (11:133)

and Petty and others (31:144) said that th~ teacher's being
a good listener was the first step in developing effective
listening habits.

Preston (32:23) recommended directing

students' attention to the sound. patterns of speech for
clues to the importance of the information.

"Intonation,"

he said, "is the melody of speech, the rise and fall of the
voice, its emphases, its pauses, its rhythm."
Teachers can also remind students about the
importance of cue words.

Robinson (34:70-73) called them

signal words and said they could be keys to improving
comprehensio~.

(1)
( 2)
( 3)

(4)
(5)

~e listed five types of signal words:

go signals that show an equivalent fact or idea
is corning.
caution signals that indicate a conclusion or
summary.
turn signals that indicate a different idea
or opposing view.
stop signals that indicate special significance.
relationship signals that tell how what follows
is related to what went before.
The signal words are clues to organization that can

aid a student by giving some purpose for listening,
according to Savage (35:9~).

"It is self evident," stated

Courtney (7:90), "that the teacher who expects to guide
I .

students to orderly, accurate recording of material must
himself be well organized."
11

Herman (22:14) recommended,

at the outset of the lesson the teacher ought to describe

the objectives or purposes of the discussion."

For those

.'
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teachers not sure of organizational types, Herber
and Niles

(20:78-79)

(28:60) offer excPl]en~ r~view~ and explanations

of basic organizational patterns.
Teachers can help students apply many of the same
strategies used in listening to the process of notetaking.
The ideas of organizational stru~ture and cue words help make
notetaking a more orderly process.

Courtney (7:91) listed

four rules for good notetaking:

(1) rather than massive direct quotes, notes should be
in the student's own words to avoid rotf~•-J.ea.rning.
(2) there should be consistent format for recording
the information, perhaps including a variety of
personalized abbreviations or symbols.
(3) all notes
must be properly labelect for topic, time, and
referent.
(4) although notetaking is selective it
must be sufficiently complete to be intelligible at a
Jater time.
If students need guidance in developing a notetaking
procedure, the Cornell System devised by Pauk is a useful
one

(30:139).

two columns.
lecture.

'rhe student divides the notetaking paper into

On the right side notes are taken from the

On the left the student later adds notes from

recall in order to clarify, to select key terms and concepts,
and to organize the information.
Rather than being a haphazard practice, the
literature suggests that listening and notetaking can be
qualitatively improved through teacher organization and
instruction.

7
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QUES'rIONING
Ju<lging by the inclex ent:i:·ies in a number of texts
on reading (10; 15; 20; 34) questioning is a common
teaching tool.

Herber and Nelson called questioning a

teacher's most basic instructional tool

(21:512) . . Estes

and Vaughan's comments (10: 71) apply t.o all areas of questioning
a student's comprehension.

They said:

Good diagnosis depends upon the quality of the
questions designed to assess comprehension; in the
absence of good comprehension questions, the diagnosis
of reading comprehension is almost surely inaccurate.
Herber (20:238) reported the case of a teacher
frustrated becauE;e hi~, class had donE:~ poorly on an exam~
The students had appeared to be learning the material well.
An analysis of the teaching procedure and the examination
itself indicated that the students did understand the
material, but not the test questions.

Berber's instruction

was that questions should ask what a teacher wants to know.
Forgan and Mangrum (12:170) related three basic competencies
teachers should have in order to improve comprehension
ability in their students:
Teachers need to know the basic comprehension
behaviors. They need to know how to prepare
questions to assess the comprehension behaviors.
They need to know how to analyze questions they
ask to obtain the procedure or thinking processes
used to obtain the answers.
Estes and Vaughan (10:76-93) provided a detailed
exercise for analyzing pupil responses to comprehension
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questions.

Their analysis was intended to give more than

simply a snrve.y of thP. number of questions answered correcl:ly.

A review of the type of thinking involved in answering each
question should tell the teacher what areas of comprehension
posed the most difficulty for the student.
Numerous reading authorities have attempted to
construct a hierarchy of comprehension skills.

runong the

most familiar are Guzak (15) and Sanders (40).

Barrett (2)

considered these authorities when he recommended a taxonomy
of comprehension questions based on four levels of
questioning.

He identified the levels as literal recogni-

tion or recall, inference, evaluation, and appreciation.
The levels are important for question identification, said
Barrett (2:2), because they can help the teacher devise
questions which stimualte thinking in more than a single
area.

Edgerton (9:62) reminded teachers that higher level

comprehension questions help the student "bring to his
reading his theories, his perspectives, his viewpoints, and
his biases in the light of which he attempts to interpret
the theories of other men."
In reviewing flaws in commercial reading materials,
Axelrod (1:474-79) listed ten problem areas for consideration
•

I

in devising questions.

Thqugh his concern was with workbook

materials, the flaws can be found--and avoided--in questions
designed by the content teacher.

• I
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Axelrod's items included questions that could be

)

a~swered without reading any or only part of the material,
questions that were culturally biased, and questions whose
answers were easily guessed because the wrong answers were
either ridiculously wrong or limited to a two item choice.
The cloze technique ment~oned in the readability
section of this chapter can also be adapted to determine
student comprehension of a particular reading assignment,
according to Guzak (15:125).

In such a case, the student

will fill in blanks on material that may have been previously read.

The teacher might also write materials based

on the text with the cloze blanks used to check comprehension of key terms.

Estes and Vaughan (10:103) offered a

variation of the cloze they termed the maze.

Their direc-

tions suggested systematically deleting key conceptual
terms.

Students then must choose the correct term from

a choice that includes synonyms and potentially misconceived
synonyms as well as the deleted word.
Herber (20:193-97) would have the teacher remember
more than just taxonomies and techniques.

In both editions

of his Teaching Reading in Content Fields (19; 2 0) , he
urged teachers to develop simulation activities that would
lead students through the steps necessary to answer the
questions asked.

Teaching the process not only got to the

answer at hand, but it also provided a system for answering
future questions.

.I
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SUMMARY

J
~

l
I
'

The seven topics surveyed here are not th~ only ones
listed in tables of contents for content reading texts.
However, the frequency of their mention does .identify
vocabulary, diagnosis, readability, using the textbooks,
organizing for understanding, and questioning as the
areas of major concern to the content teacher.

Notetaking

and listening are not frequently mentioned in content
texts, but are usually covered in language arts texts.
Their importance as crucial skills warrants their consideration here.

Because of their apparent importance, these

were the seven topics chosen for a workshop on reading
strategies for content teachers.

l
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Chapter 3

:I

WORKSHOP RATIONALE
A workshop format was chosen for this project first
for its time value.

Smith (39:5~.0) wrote that many others

have said in countless faculty rooms;

"most secondary

teachers do not want to be reading teachers."

There is

certainly enough time spent teaching the material, devising
assignments, correcting papers, filling out forms,

and

keeping up with new developments in the field to more than
fill a twenty-four hour day.

To ask the content teacher

to enroll in a lengthy course to improve reading skills
may, at the least, be naive.

The author decided a one

day working session on course related reading problems
would be a more acceptable option.
The workf_:;hop format was also dictated by the author I s
agreement with Schmidt's (37) statements:
Adults learn what they feel a need to learn.
Adults learn best by doing (by being actively
involved).
Adults learn best through problem-solving.
Adults want to know how they are doing.
Adults prefer an information learning environment.
A review of the literature in the content field
identified seven major problem areas.

Two or three of the

topics are to be pre-selected by teachers for inclusion
29
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in a one day workshop.

The selection process, accomplished

through a brief questionnaire, was intended to limit
workshop topics to only those which teachers felt applied
in their classrooms.

i

Although the reading specialist's information and
ideas about reading problems cou~d be transmitted through
lectures or written communiques, the workshop gave a
greater opportunity for active involvement.

Activities were

planned to give teachers the opportunity to apply new ideas
to their specific classroom problems.
'rhe activity based proyr:am was intenueu to give
teachers the opportunity to experience reading problems,
devise corrective strategies, and evaluate their proposals.
Workshop experiences such as brainstorming, small group
discussions and problem solving, and reporting were planned

j

to encourage informality.

I

its semantic value.

The term workshop was chosen for

The implication of a session where all

work together on an equal basis was intentional.

The

informal language of the module scripts was intended to
reduce some of the barriers that titles or jargon may erect.
The workshop format was seen as the best way to
communicate the most information in an effective manner
within a brief period of time.

J
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FORMAT
Each of the seven readinq problem topics was covered
in a separate module.

The individual module included a

lesson plan with goal and objectives, list of required
materials, outline of procedure, script, and copies of
handouts and transparencies to b~ used.

Each module was

designed as an independent unit to facilitate organization of
the teachers' selections into the workshop program.

No

module is dependent o~ any other for explanation or
illustration.

A

script was included both to give an

indication of how the activities would progress, and to
serve as a reminder of the specific information to be
included.
The author chose to use both transparencies and
handouts to add variety to the workshop experience.

In many

instances the handouts were designed to give the participants
material on which to work, as well as material for their
own teaching files.
Regardless of the topics chosen, the basic procedures
will include:

an activity to give teachers a common experi-

ence, an opportunity to draw conclusions and make generalizations, and an activity that will allow them to apply their
generalizations to their own situations.
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LEADER'S ROLE
Otto and Erickson (29:15) suggested a five stage
plan for developing inservice educntion:

identify needs,

set a goal, state objectives, select activities, evaluate
results.

Withill this overall framework, it was also the

leader's role to initiate the group process, establish
norms, provide information and direction when necessary,
and encourage evaluation.

Consideration was given to Miles'

concepts of norms (26:20~-208) and maint e nance functions
(26:20) in an effort to establj_sh an atmosphere where
teachers would be at ease and ready to learn.
The author sought to involve the participants in the
planning and evaluation stages of the workshop, as well as
in the actual workshop activities.

A pre-workshop

questionnaire was designed to determine teacher preference
for workshop topics.
Evaluation included both formal and informal
measures.

The most formal was an instrument to be completed

by the participants at the end of the workshop.

During the

workshop, teachers were to be asked, at appropriate points,
"How is this going for you?
liked, so far?"

What have you liked, or not

The informal measures were to be performed

by the teachers as they selected principles and ideas
discuss e d to apply to their own classroom situations.
Subsequent observation of classroom application of reading
strategies would provide a final evaluation tool.
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In the author's view, it is also the leader's role
to be u helpbr.

The leader who informs teachers thQt they

are not doing their job, and then proceeds to give them
the solutions to leader identified problems will rarely be
seen as helpful.

By basing a workshop on teacher needs and

involving participants in the pl~nniny and evaluation,it is
hoped the leader--reading specialist--will be seen as an aide
rather than a director or supervisor.
GENERAL WORKSHOP PROCEDURE
ideally, the impetus for the workshop will be teacher
requests for training in content reading skills.

The

following general procedure will be followed regardless of
the origin of the workshop request or the topics chosen for
coverage.
Four weeks before the workshop:
pubJ.icize the workshop.

Announce and

Make tentative arrangements for

room and equipment.
Three weeks before:
participants.

Advertise workshop and recruit

Make personal contact or send notes to

teachers who may be interested.
Two weeks before:

Send out questionnaire with

explanations to those who have signed up.
immediate return.
forms are returned.

Ask for

Begin to review topic choices as the
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One week before:
teacher selection.

Review and select from the rnodul~

appropriate materials.
arrangements.

Determine workshop topics from

Make final room and equipment

If necessary for a particular topic, send

notes to teachers about materials they may need to bring
with them (textbooks).
~-~~fore:
plugs working.

Check room set up, equipment in place,

Be certain there will be someone available

in case of maintenance problem or equipment failure.
Day of \Wrkshop:

Arrive in time to unlock doors and

have coffee ready when teachers arrive.

Gree~ and direct

to coffee.
I.

Welcome and introductions.

and goals of the workshop.

Identify purpose

The overall purpose of the

workshop is to develop strategies to help students with
reading problems in the content classrooms.

The specific

goals will depend upon the topics selected.
II.

Get acquainted activity.

If teachers are from

different schools, ask people to identify themselves by
giving their first name and an adjective based on their
subject matter field.

For instance, a home economics

teacher named SalJ.y could call herself "Scuffle Sally."

The

purpose is to identify people in an informal way giving some
content field reference as a memory aid.

If the teachers

are all from the same school, they may still know each other
on a very limited bas is.

J

'l'o encourage inforrna li ty and al low
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people to know more than just a name, they could introduc.e
themselves and tell "If you knew me well, you would know
that more than anything else I like to.

•1

I

II

The purpose

for these two warm-up activities could be met by many other
warm-up possibilities.
that will fit.

These are not the only activities

They are two that seemed comfortable to the

author.
III.

Housekeeping.

Remind all that coffee is

available and point out restroom location.

Also set

functional leadership norm by encouraging each individual
to ask questions that need asking, and to do what needs
doing.
IV.

The remainder of the work~ho:e__ day will be

structured by the topics chosen.

The group will break for

lunch between two topics, or will break in the middle of
the second of three topics.
within each topic module.

Coffee breaks are scheduled
Activities are planned in each

module to provide opportunities for variations in group
size and function.
V.

Closing notes.

Re-state goals and objectives.

Encourage classroom trial to test and modify new ideas.
In a figurative sense, leave the door open.

Ask teachers

for feedback on the workshop as an aid in improving future
workshops or training sessions.

Be certain all have the

specialist's schedule, hours, and phone numbers.

Offer help
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to any group or individual at any time in the future when a
reading specialist's training or information may be of use.
After the workshop:
order.

Make certain the room is in

Return equipment, if necessary.

notes of appreciation.

Send appropriate

Review evaluation forms to determine

what h~s worked and what will need to be n~dified in future
workshops.

Follow up any requests for information or

assistance that may have come in with the forms.
This review of workshop procedure and planning has
been necessarily sketchy.
by actual presentation.

Many details must be decided
The location, procedure for

aranging for audio-visual aids, and even the time given for
lunch break must be determined by the specific situation.
Not yet mentioned, but of great importance, is the need for
flexibility.

The author is well aware of the ubiquitous

Murphy's Law which states:
will."

"If anything can qo wrongr it

The author's experience has suggested that the best

way to plan for the unexpected is by combining a basic
structure, with room for flexibility and change, and a group
of active participants who are willing to take responsibjlity.
SUM.MARY
Chapter three has given some rationale for the
choice of a workship format.

A one day workshop fits both

the content teacher's busy schedule, and the need for
information about content reading skills.

J

It further fits
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the author's desire to structure an informal work session
that will result in practical applications for the classroom.
The module format combines structured learning
sessions for each of the seven major content reading skills
with flexibility of workshop arrangement.

Each topic is

treated individually, allowing e~sy organization of the
teachers' selections into the workshop schedule.
The workshop leader's role is that of planner, guide,
and evaluator.

While the reading specialist organizes the

workshop schedule and activities, it is the participants
who make the generalizations and apply their learning to
classroom situations.
This chapter has given an overview of the workshop
) ·

from planning through the actual workshop day.
chapters will detail the module presentations.

J
.J

J
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The following
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Chapter 4
VOCABULARY PLAN
Goal:

Teachers will understand importance of
vocabulary in reading a text, and in understanding basic course concepts.

Objectives:

Teachers will identify three sources of
vocabulary difficulty:
1.

unfamiliar terms

2.

familiar terms used in unfamiliar way

3.

lack of decoding skills for tackling
new word

Teachers will identify three main strategies
for student self-help:
1.

context

2.

structure

3.

dictionary or other authority

Teachers will identify some strategies for
presenting new vocabulary in their classes.
Materials:

Blackboard, overhead projector, transparencies,
handouts.
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'rransparencies:
1.

examples of context clues

2.

nine reminders for vocabulary instruction

Handouts:

-I

\

1.

nine reminders for vocabulary instruction

2.

Frye reading passage

3.

sentence strips for

II

run"
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PLAN FOR VOCABULARY MODULE PROCEDURE

J

I.

II.

Ac Livi Ly.

Read Fry8 selecLion.

Introduce vocabulary as a factor in reading
difficulty using the Frye passage as a common
experience.

III.

Activity.

Using "run" sentences to illustrate

problem of familiar word in different context.

IV.

Illustration of "ghyti" spelling for fish as
example of unfamiliar words which may cause reading
difficulties.

V.

Introduction of structure analysis as a means of
decoding.

J

Group will develop list of most frequent

root words in subject areas.
VI.

Explanation and activity using context clues as a
means of understanding unfamiliar word.

VII.

Examination of dictionary and other authorities
useful in identifying an unfamiliar word.

VIII.

After break, review three problems and three aids

in vocabulary use.
IX.
X.

Introduce ten reminders for vocabulary development.
Activity.

Brainstorm ways to present new vocabulary.

1
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XI.

.J

XII.

XTTT.
XIV.

Categorize ideas .
Hevur L un ca Leqoi: ies.

Sha re presenta tion idea s.
Surnmary.
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SCRIPT
I.

(Hand out Fry passage - Handout 1.)

Will you read

over this selection on literary criticism.

Don't

take notes, but I'll ask you some questions.
(Give time to read.)
II.

How was it?
don't.

Fascinating?

I think so.

What was the problem?

answers.)

Okay.

(Take time for

You say language.

couldn't pronounce?

Some of you

Any words you

You could pronounce them, but

you stlll clon' t know what they nH~dn.

I tolcl you the

passage concerned literary criticism.

Thomas Gage

(14:307), a teacher in Concord, California, wrote
an article in the "High School Forum" section of the
Journal of Chemical Education.

To begin his article

about the language of chemistry, he recounted a
popular witicism, "I don't know who discovered water,
but I'm damn sure it wasn't a fish."

His point is

that "the teacher, wrapped up in his own subject, is
often so close to it that he is no more aware of the
special language he uses than the fish is aware of
the water that surrounds him."

If I were really

concerned with having you get something out of that
passage by Frye, I should have given you some background.

We should have talked about some of the

words you were going to encounter.

J

I didn't want to

7
7
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do that in order to point up one of the main sources
of student difficulties with vocabulary.

Without

some background, many very basic words may be

·-1

totally unfamiljar to our st.udP.nt.s.

I
III.

Let me try something else.

Would you divide into

two-sornes and define the word underlined in the
sentences I'll hand you.

(Give each two-some a slip

of paper with one sentence using the word run in
one of its many meanings.
word.)

(Handout 2.)

Allow time to define

Now, would you give me, not

your word, but the definition, please.
definition on blank transparency.)
fits this first definition?
definition?

Third?

guessed that run

J

Now what word

How about the second

Fourth?

You have probably

was underlined on all the slips.

What's the point?
one meaning. )

(Write the

(The same word can have more than

So now we have a second source of

vocabulary difficulty.
IV.

(Write ghyti on the blackboard.)

Will some one do

me a favor and pronounce this word?
its fish.

The gh as in cough.

And the ti in tion.

That's right;

The y_ as in cynic.

.

This is a far fetched example,

but it points out a student's need to be able to put
the right sound with the right letter.

If he can

sound out an unfamiliar word, he may recognize it by
I
I
~
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the sound.

11

0h, I know that word.

iL's spelled?"

Is that how

Wl1ctL .i[ lie cctH't sound out the word?

Then we have a third source of vocabulary difficulty.
You may have to find or write materials on a
simpler level.

But that is another ball game than

what we are playing right now.
V.

We have experienced three sources of vocabulary
difficulty.

I'd like to look now, at three

strategies for helping students make sense out of
the words they are reading.
on the board.)

(Put an_t-ipolymorphist.

Anyone want to take a swing at this?

Let 1 s break it down:

anti - against, poly= many,

morph

=

form, and ist

one who is involved with.

How did you know what the word meant?

I don 1 t think

you have come across it before, since I made it up
especially for you.

You could piece a meaning out

for the word because you knew what the root words
meant.

Many of our students do not have the

familiarity with root words to make those guesses
in their assigned reading.

Perhaps here is a way

we can be of help to them.

I have an exercise I'd

like to have you try to help fit this root word
idea into your own classroom.

I would like to have

you make a list of the root words that often occur
in your subject matter area.

(Ask if people would

7
l
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like to take five minutes and do it where they are,

or take a few more minutes and get together with
others in their subject area to share ideas.

~l

Go

with whichever they choose.)
Let's take a look at the words you have collected.
Science people, what do you have?
board.)

Social studies?

Vocational?

Any others?

Math?

(List on the
How about English?

Many of the roots occur

in more than one subject area, don't they?

Some

students may get the reinforcement of learning
from two sources.
VII.

Perhaps the most usual strategy for figuring out a
strange word is to use the words around it to give
clues about the meaning.

_j

Context clues, clues found

in surrouno.ing words, come in many forms.

Look at

this collection of sentences, and let's see what
different types of help we can figure out.

(Put

context clue transparency on [Transparency 1).)
How do you know what that first underlined word
means?

Hooray for root words.

the next sentence?

~J

J
J
J

But, what about

(Continue through all eight.

Clues illustrated are:
2.

synonym

3.

inference

4.

common experience

5.

comparison/contrast
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6.

description

7.

example

8.

inclusion in a list of similar items.)

Students, and all of us, have been using these
clues already, without really thinking about them.
You used some of them in. that first passage about
literary criticism.

Perhaps, with some reminders of

the tools they already have, students can make more
and better use of them.
VII.

What if one of your students comes across a word
he can pronounce, but can't define through context
clues or structure.

What resource does he have?

(Dictionary, glossary, ask the teacher.)
of you use these sources?

How many

Great, if you do you are

modeling a useful skill for your students.

If you

don't--like me--very often, you might consider ways
to encourage your students to rely on these sources
when other decoding alternatives don't work.

A plus

in the grade book or an extra point on the next test
might do it.

If the student is learning words

important to your subject, you aren't really cheating
the grade book.

-j

J
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The student may think he is scoring

points and you are slipping him the subject matter.

(If group is looking whelmed or restless, give five minute
break at this time.

Establish time to return, before
~

dismissing. )
VIII.

You may be feeling at this point that you are pretty
much where you were when we started.

No one has

given you a sure fire way of making your students
learn four words in the first five minutes of class.
What do you know now?

We have talked about three

barriers to understanding a new word.
they?

What are

(Unfamiliar word; familiar, but used in

unfamiliar way; lack of decoding skills.)

Great.

Now, what three source£, for getting at the meaning
of a new word h a ve we covered?

(Context clue :.=::,

structure/morphemes, dictionary or other authority.)
IX.

The question now is how do you use your knowledge to
help your students?

Forgan and Mang~um have nine

suggestions for teaching vocabulary that I think ar e
good.

Take a look and see what you think.

I'll

read them for thos e who may learn better by listening.
Anyone else read aloud a passage that is confusing
when read sj_lently?
sense hearing it.
classroom.

I do.

Sometimes it makes more

May be an idea there for the

(Put transparency on the overhead

[Transparency 2).

Read and discuss any items there

may be questions about.)

Those last three are more

like don'ts than do's, aren't they?

1
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x.

Now, I'd like to turn you loose on the real work of
the workshop.

I

I

J

Let's count. off by !:i'

~~.

(Give groups

1 through 5 a meeting place, probably in the room
corners and center.)

I know your groups wj]l

contain subject matter differences.
that way.

I planned it

I want you to.take the next 15 to 20

minutes and brainstorm every possible way you can
think of to help your students understand the
vocabulary in your area.

Be specific.

If root

words will help them, how can you display ana teach
those words?
clues?

How can you clue them into context

Remember that brainstorming is tossing in

every idea that flits across your consciousness.
You can weed out grain from chaff later.

The crazy

idea may work, or it may trigger one that will.
When you form your groups, you might want to save
time by deciding who will write the ideas down.
ask you to report later.

I'll

Okay, go to it.

(Circulate among the groups with suggestions for
those groups that may be stumped.

Display, intro-

duction, games, and activities for reinforcement.
Gauge time by group activity.
let them go 20 minutes.
XI.

If going strong,

If slowing down quit at 15.)

Would you listen for a minute?

Stay where you are.

I would like to have you try an activity that is
useful both for vocabulary work and for developing
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thought processes.
cacy.

_l

Categorizing may seem deceptively

But it require::; thinking not only ubout the

word meaning, but also thinking about words in
relationships.

Would you please categorize the

ideas you have suggested in the last few minutes.
The choice of category h~ading is all yours.

We'll

share our categorizing ideas in about five minutes.
XII.

(Give enough time to work.)
gories did you decide on?

Group one, what cate(Write headings on board

for this and following groups.

Hopefully, all will

no·L have chosen the same headings.)
set';; things the same way, do we?

We don't all

Categorizing can

help students practice organizing, think about the
subject matter to make a sensible organization, and
build familiarity with the course vocabulary by
using it in speaking and writing.
XIII.

Let's brainstorm as a group and share the classroom
ideas.

Would you like them on the board?

(If so,

write them down--get a member of the group to help
by writing every other suggestion.)

suggestions if desirable.

(Add to the

Hopefully, there will be

more than enough to cover most possibilities.)
have some neat ideas.
classrooms like these.

You

I'd like to be a student in
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XIV.

If anyone would like a copy of the Guidelines for
Teaching Word M~aning, I hAVP cnpies here.

And if

you want to add to your list of morphemes, there
is a copy of a list that Lou Burmeister compiled
of morpheme families.
At this point, the module is over.

Group will complete

mini-evaluation and be directed to the next module, or
complete final workshop evaluation .

.J

J
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TRANSPARENCY 1
Context Clue Sentences
1.

Teleportation may soon be a fact instead of science
fiction.

2.

Encephalitis, or sleeping sickenss, is an example of
a disease that can be transmitted from animals to humans.

3.

Having no teachers, and little value for formal education
in a hunting society, the Luvians are totally illiterate.

3.

The American flag is red, white, and blue.

5.

Harry is the more finicky of the two cats.

Shelby

will eat anything in sight.
6.

A neuron consists of a cell body, dendrites, and an

axon.
7.

These were halcyon days; serene as a summer afternoon
with ice tea, a slow stream, and grass bugs buzzing.

8.

Glazed fruit can be made using apricots, figs, and
kumquats.

J
_j

J
_J

J
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TRANSPARENCY 2 (ALSO HANDOUT 3)
Gulueliw,~s for Tea.cl1ing Woru Mea.11111<:J

1.

New words are learned best when taught as labels for
direct experiences.

2.

Vocabulary development must have the continued and
systematic attention of all classroom teachers.

3.

Many encounters with a word in like and differing
contexts arc necessary before it can be learned.

4.

The teachers' attitude toward vocabulary improvement
and the superiority of her own vocabulary are
contagious and vital factors in improving student
vocabulary.

5.

Study of a limited number of words in-depth is more
productive than superficial acquaintance with lists
of wonJ.s.

6.

It is possible, but may be practically foolish, to
teach words which are not part of the verbal
community in which students live. 'rhe lack of opportunity for use must result in eventual atrophy.

7.

Introducing vocabulary consistently with only one
or two activities does not encouarge word learning.

8.

The wide reading method of acquiring vocabulary
which stresses little more than wide free reading
with no other attention paid to words is usually not
very effective for influencing rapid and marked
improvement.

9.

The study of Latin positively influences knowledge of
morphemes, but does not seem to influence knowledge
of vocabulary.

Source:
Harry W. Forgan and Charles T. Mangrum, II.
Teaching Content Area Reading Skills (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill, 1976), pp. J.48-49.
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HANDOU'11 1

Recun:enLly i11

Lhe 11.i_::;l:u.r:y of d1eturic some theory

of a "natural" relationship between sound and sense turns up.
It is unlikely that there is any such natural relation, but
that there is an onomatopoeic element in language which is
developed and exploited by the p~et is obvious enough.

It is

simpler to think rather of imitative harmony as a special
application of a rhetorical feature which is analogous to
classical quantity, but would be better described as
"quality":
consonants.

the patterns of assonance made by vowels and
It is not difficult to distinguish epo_§_ with a

continuous "quality" or sound pattern, such as Hyperion,
from the ~_po~; or, say, Red Cotton Nightcap Country, wherE~
the sound exists primarily for the sake of the sense, and
is consequently felt to be closer to prose.

We have an

indication that there is no consistent sound-pattern when
there are two equally satisfactory versions of the same
poem differing in texture, as in the Prologue to Chaucer's
Legend of Good Women.
The main reasons for the confused use of the term
musical in literary criticism is that when critics think
of music in poetry, they seldom think of the actual music
contemporary with the poetry they are discussing, with its
stress accent and dance rhyt~n, but of the (very largely
unknown) structure of Classical music, which was presumably
closest to song and to pitch accent.

We have stressed

7
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1

imitative harmony because it illustrates the principle that
while in Classical poetry sound· pattern or quanl..l Ly, being
I

J

an element of recurrence, is part of the melos of the
, l

I

poetry; it is part of the apsis in ours.

_j

_j

J
J

Selection from Northrup Frye's Anatomy of Criticism
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 19 5 7 ), p. 2 2,

7
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HANDOUT 2
Sentences Usinq Run

)

-I
I

J

J

1.

She had fits when she saw the run in her stocking.

2.

What a mad game; the Wildcats scored 13 runs in the
last inning.

3.

Will you run over to Mrs. Jessup's and borrow an egg?

4.

I never thought I'd have to run the whole show.

5.

Will they run Seattle Slew down at Pimlico?

6.

Ted runs the 440 and the mile.

7.

In most bi0 cities, Stnr Wars had a run of at least
four weeks.

8.

I hear Ted Kennedy may run for president in 1980.

9.

You can run, but you c a n't hide.

10.

She's the sort that will run over anybody to get to
the top.

11.

All I got was the old run around when I asked that
question.

12.

I told him he might run the others, but he couldn't
run me!

13.

How many head of cattle does he run?

r
Chapter 5
DIAGNOSIS PLAN

Goal:

Teachers will become familiar with the idea of
diagnosing reading ~bility in content classes,
and with an instrument for such diagnosis.

Objectives:

Teachers will compute the reading level spread
possible in their own classroom.
Teachers will analyze student responses to
Informal Reading Inventory (IRI) comprehension
questions.
Teachers will develop sample questions for an
IRI in their content field.

Materials:

Blackboard, overhead projector, transparencies,
handouts.
Transparencies:
1.

blank ( 2)

2.

basic reading skills

3.

answer key for IRI

4.

Lisa's test answers

5.

sample pre-test
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Handouts:
1.

"Sheridan and the Shenandoah Valley"

2.

questions on "Sheridan and the Shenandoah
Valley"

3.

sample test answers from Ron

4.

guidelines fo~ constructing an
informatjonal rcadi.ng inventory
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PLAN FOR DIAGNOSIS MODULE PROCEDURE

1

' I

I.
II.

Introduction and explanation of

term diagnosis.

Review of information teacher has before meeting
students.

III.

Introduction and discussion of formula for determining
possible reading grade level spread in a particular
class.

IV,

Activity,

Determine the ponnibl.a

oprc □ d

in each

teacher's own class.
V.

Review of use of formula results and teacher's
responsibilities.

VI.

Introduction and discussion of basic reading skills
in content area.

VII.
VIII.

Assign IRI activity.
Break and work on IRI.

IX.

Check answers to IRI comprehension questions.

X.

Evaluate sample student responses to the same
questions.

-j

J
J
J

XI.

Sum up IRI results and follow-up.
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XII.

Introduce the pre-test idea, including sample
test areas.

1

r

I

XIII.

Divide group into content areas to give them

I

practice in developing sample . pre-test questions.
XIV.

xv.

•. 1

I

J
__J

Discussion of each group'.s sample questions.
Summary and call for questions .
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SCRIPT

I.

We know "diagnosis"

(write word on the boEJ.rd) comec

from the Greek and means "to know."

Tn

medical

R

sense, diagnosis means to make a judgment based on
a review or investigation of the symptoms.

You are

feeling miserable and take yourself to the doctor.
He notes your headache, nausea, fever, and aching
body, along with what's going right in the rest of
your body, and he decides you have the flu.

Based

on this diagnosis, he tells you to go home and go to
bed and take whatever he feels will ease your symptoms
until the flu runs its course.
classrornn is much the same.

Diagnosis in the

We take a look at

the symptoms and make a judgment about the problem.
Then we prescribe a plan of action to correct or
minimize the problem.

I think often in our scientific

society we feel a diagnosis can be made only after
long study and a battery of tests.

Actually, you

do a good bit of diagnosing in your head before the
first student comes in the door.
II.

Let's take a minute to review what we know about a
student or class e"'."en before it begins.

(Using

overhead projector, write down the suggestions
teachers make.

Prompt the group, if necessary.

list should include:

title of the class, grade

The

7
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7

I

level of the students, familiarity of some students
from previous classes or other encounters, possible
reports from other teachers, perhaps an indication
of interest if the class is an elective, perhaps an
indication of career goals if the class is part of a

.

preparatory curriculum, some degree of sophistication depending on introductory or advanced nature
of the class.
III.

Add any others teachers might suggest.)

And of course, you know the reading level of the group.
I detect some skepticism.

Good for you.

We have

all noticed that just because the students in a
class are ninth graders does not mean they can all
read ninth grade material.

We can figure out pretty

'
accurately the spread of reading ability
in a given

class.

Estes and Vaughan suggest a formula that

is easy to use.

(Write on the board.)

RANGE= grade level ±

grade level+ 1
2

Using this formula with a ninth grade class would
mean adding one to the nine, making it ten; dividing
by two, which would equal five; then adding five to
the grade level for the top reading ability, and
subtracting five from the grade level for the
bottom ability.

J

In other words, this is a spread

from fourth grade to college sophomore.
calculations on the board.)

J

(Do the

Of course, this
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formula is not a guarantee; it is simply an
indication of the ability spread that could be found

in a single grade level.
IV.

What's the range in the classes you teach?

Right

now figure out the possible range for one of your
classes.

Compare your figures with the people

around you.
V.

(Give time for figuring and discussion.)

All right, what does the information from this
formula do for you?

It doesn't help your students

read better, dbes it?

But it does give you some

insight into the problems they may bring to a reading
assignment.

What is a snap for some students may be

incomprehensible to others.
do?

First, relax a bit.

Great.

Now what do you

It isn't your job to

remediate all reading problems.

You have enough on

your hands just teaching the subject matter.

And

since that is your concern, how can you help your
students read what they must for your class?
Because this portion of the workshop is concerned
with diagnosis, let me limit our discussion right
now to that topic.

(At this point I could refer

teachers to other workshop segments that will deal
with some remediation, if they have been selected
by the group for inclusion in this workshop.)

If

you have some specific problems, let's get together
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after the workshop and make a date to discuss them
and see what we can work out.

Or qet in touch with

me whenever I can be of help.
VI

In addition to reading level, you may want to know
how well students will work with the materials you
want to assign.
procedure.

There is an easy evaluation

Essentially it is a three step piocess.

(Write on transparency.)

Determine what skills

are needed to read the ma_ter ial.

to see if they have those skills.
they need but do not have.
the subject..

Test the students
Teach the skills

The skills will vary with

But there are some general skills that

all r0aders need.

(Put reading skills transaprency

['l'ransparency 1] on the overhead projector.)

(Ask

individuals to read each item aloud if the teachers
desire havj_ng it read.)

Regardless of the subject

you teach or the material you use, your students
will need to be able to understand the vocabulary
or have a strategy for figuring out unfamiliar words.
They will need to be able to find the main idea.
They will need to be able to follow the organizational
pattern, and perhaps they will need to be able to
draw conclusions or make inferences from the material.
How can you determine whether or not your students
have these skills?

You might give them a trial run

7
~
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1

I
I

Select a passage from the material you want to use.

I

Based on this passage, write questions that will
require students to use the skills you feel they

.,

I

will need for the material.

I

and then the questions.

Give them the passage,

An evaluation of their

answers should help you tdentify those students for
whom the material may be inappropriate.

It should

also indicate skill areas where students need help.
To give you some first hand experience with this
technique, I'd like to have you take such a
pre-reading test.
ready for a break.

But first, l think we are all
When you come back at

____ ,

would you pick up one of these handouts (Handout 1),
read the material, and answer the questions (Handout
2)?

VIII.
IX.

(Break and work period.)
It looks like everyone has had time to finish.
Would you like to check your answers?

While we are

at it, let's also identify the skill needed to
answer each question.

For instance, what is the

answer to number one?

(Go through each of the

ten questions.

Identify the type of question it is

Answer sheet is Transparency 2.)

J
j
J'
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Now what have we done?
have about yourself?
right or wrong.

What information do you
You know the answers you got
Your

But you should know more.

answers should give you some idea about how you
read.

Do you remember specifics?

for a general impression?
from the context?

Do you skim over

Can you figure out words

Does it help to have had some

past experience with the subject?

The insight you

can gain about your own reading is the same sort
of insiqht you can gain about your students' reading,

x.

For instance, would you take a look at two more
sheets for me?

(Put Lisa's responses to test

questions on the overhead [Transparency 3).)

What

questions were missed by this student? (Transparency
2.)

What conclusions can you draw about this

student's reading skill?

(Guide discussion with

questions that direct attention first to main idea,
question #2.

Next look at fact question that

supports main idea--#1.

Check remaining fact

questions--#4, 7' 8' and 9--to measure recall of
details.

Questions #3 and 10 reveal the student's

ability to gain meaning from context.

In this case

connotation as well as strict denotation is important.
Review questions #5, 6, and 10 for an indication of
the student's ability to draw inferences.

Finally,

based on these answers, make a judgment about how

7
7
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well this student understood the material.

Isolate

problem areas for her.)
I think you have a good picture of Lisa's reading
ability with this material.

Would you take a look

at Ron's answers and tell me what you can learn
about his abilities (Handout 3).

(Give time for

individual review, then call for reactions.)
XI.

This sort of procedure is often called an Informal
Reading Inventory.

It gives you a chance to check

out how well your students will be able to handle
the material you want to use.
results is really up to you.

What you do with the
Perhaps you might

want to review a skill with the entire class, if it
is an important one and most of them seem weak.
Of you might want to form a skill group with just a
few and give them some training in their weak area.
If you need more ideas, check with me, or we could
brainstorm solutions some afternoon.
XII.

Before we move on to the next topic, let me direct
your attention to another diagnostic procedure you
may already be using:

the pre-test.

We all know

much of learning progresses from one step to the
next, building on previous learning.

In order to

determine the causes of the Civil War, we must first

_j

J
J

know that there was such a thing.

We learn to add

7
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and subtract before we learn to multiply and divide.
In your own subject area there are skills and concepts
the students must know before you can take them to
the next step.
If you already do some pre-testing, may I suggest
some areas you might want to include in future tests.
If you don't pre-test, may I suggest you conside~ the
procedure as a way of

ultimately saving time for

yourself and your students.

What should be included

in your own testing is your decision.

You know

your subject much better than I ever will.

':l'here

arc a few things though, that I,as a reading
specialist., would like t .o recommend.
board. )

Consider vocabulary.

(Write on

Do the students know

the key words th e y will need to understand the new
conc r=.? pt.E;?
new wo r ds?

Do i:.he y use the context to figure out
Are they familiar with the ?rg anizational.

structure usually used in your subject?

Can they

use their te x tbooks to locate information?

Do they

know what resources are available and how to use
them?

Can they use graphs and charts and illustr a -

tions that may be used in your subject?

If you use

inductive or deductive reasoning in your subject, can
the students follow that pattern of reasoning?
These items may be recommended by a ~eading spe cialist,
but I think you can see they are not just reading.
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They are skills your students will need to use in
your class to learn what you feel is important.
They are also items that can slow down the learning
process until the ntucleut. hcts e11owJh skill Lo use
them.
XIII.

How do you test for these skills?
this sample test.

Take a look at

It is a collection of ideas from

different subject areas, so it might appear at
first glance to be a bit confusing.
pi.~- L~s L on oveJ:heacl

(Put sample

[Transparency 4] • )

11 hese are

examples of q1-~estions that could be asked before

students begi.n reading their texts.
questions.)

(Read the

Student answers to questions like these

that you devise in your own subject field can let
you know student background and knowledge before you
begin your course assignments.
XIV.

For practice, I'd like to have you break into subject
matter groups and see what sort of questions you can
generate.

It would probably help if your group

could decide on a specific unit of study to act as
a question base.

You will have some idea of what

students should know from previous study, and what
they will be expected to learn from the present
unit.

The grade level for the unit will also help

decide some requirements.

If you need to, refer

17
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to the transparency for some question areas or ideas.

~]

Let's pool our question possibilities in fifteen
minutes.

-1
-1

any questions.)
XIV.

How is it going?
your questions?

I

Are you ready to pool some of
(As soon as there is a general

group agreement on readiness, call for sample
questions for each item.)

I

-I

(Circulate among the groups to answer

xv.

By George, I think we've got it.

The questions you

have come up with should give you some early feed-

I

back on your students' abilities.

Knowing this you

can plan your instruction accordingly.

You don't

have to give an assignment, give time for completion,
grade the papers, find they don't understand, and
teach the lesson all over again.

By finding out what

they know and what skills they have, you determine
what they need to know.

Once they have the knowledge

and skills you know are necessary, they are ready
to learn what you want to teach.
I think I have made the whole process sound very
simple.

I realize it isn't always a snap.

Are

there any areas I haven't made clear enough?
questions you would like to ask?
to answer.

If not, go on.)

(If so attempt

I have copies of the

guidelines for constructing an IRI here.

J
.J

Any

Please
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pick up a copy if it would be of use.

(Handout

4. )

At this point the module is over,

The group will complete a

rnini-·eval UR tion and be directed to the next module; or
cornpl<::te a full workshop evaluation.

.l

l
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'l'RANSPARENCY 1

Basic Content Reading Skills
A.

VOCABULARY

Students will ne~d to be familiar to varying degrees
with the vocabulary used in the subject.
They will need
to be able to use context clues to help them understand
an unfamiliar word.
B.

MAIN IDEA AND SUPPORTING DETAILS
Students will need to be able to determine the main idea
in a given passage. Awareness of supporting details can
help them choose the main idea.

C.

ORGANl;(.A'l'ION

Students should be aware of the basic organizational
patterns used in content reading materials. They sould
be able to recognize:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D.

cause and effect
chronological order
comparison-contrast
spatial order
enumerative order

INFERENCE
Students need to be able to make inferences, to reacl
beyond the words in their materials.

These are not the only reading skills teachers will want
their students to use. As they progress, students may be
required to reason inductively and/or deductively.
They will
need to be able to evaluate written material in the light
of varying criteria. Different classes may require
different combinations of skills. These skills are only as
they are titled, the basic reading skills in the content
class.

J
.J
I

J

7
7
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TRANSPARENCY 2

,-,

:l

7

Answers to Comprehension Questions
1.

To take complete control and to make it desolate.

2.

It provided suppliei and a concealed avenue for attacks
on the North; for other offensive maneuvers to be
effective, the valley had t? be destroyed.

3.

A granary in this passage is an area producing enough

food to sustain an army.
4.

It went toward Washington and away from Richmond.

5.

Sheridan.

6.

High incentive to accomplish the purpose of destruction.

7.

Establishing a Federal army in the upper valley to cut
off supplies to the enemy and eliminate the concealed
passageway.

8.

Sigel routed at New Market and Hunter forced to flee
into West Virginia.

9.

Shenandoah Valley, in Virginia.

10.

I

J

.J

The logic of war meant that Grant had to destroy and
hurt the enemy any way possible but it was insane
because it caused so much hurt.

Source: Thomas H. Estes and Joseph L. Vaughan, Jr.
Reading and Learning in the Content Classroom (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1978), pp. 78-79 .

...,
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TRANSPARENCY 3
~

1

~j
,..

Lisa's Answers to Comprehension Que stions

,

I

1.

In the summer of 1864, Grant gave Halleck some specific
orders about the valley. What was the essence of
those orders?
To burn the Valley so no one would want to use it. Then
they'd move in so they could get to the Confederates.

2.

Why didn't Grant just forget about the Valley?
Because he needed to gain control over the South.

3.

As used in this passage what does granary mean?

4.

Why was the Valley strategically more valuuble to the
South than the North?
South

5.

After Halleck received Grant's orders about the Valley,
who was put in charge of the troops that were to carry
out those orders?

6.

Why did Grant specify "an army of hungry soldiers"?
Because a hungry soldier would have need for more than one who
was nol. And a hungry soldier would think of things other
men might not.

7.

How had Grant tried to solve the problem of the Valley
in the spring of 1864?
He tried to set up a fort upstream to close off the valley.

8.

Why hadn't that plan worked?
The person in charge of the troups that was to take over
the valley ran away.

9.

What was the name of this Valley that attracted so
much attention in 1864?
Shenandoah

_j
/

.._ j
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10.

What did the uuthor mean when he referred to "the
insane logic of war?"
He meant that hov, could there be anything logical
about something as illogical as war.

. J

Sourc12:
'I'homas H. Estes and ,Jo~-:;c'ph L. Vaughan, Jr.
Reddin g and Lcarni n q .i.n the Co11tcnt Cla,;sroom (Bo~;ton:
A.llyn and Bacon, 19"/fl), pp. 80- 82 .

'7
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TRANSPARENCY 4
Sample Pre-Test
1.

Whal does contiguous mean? How do you know?
(Shows
whether the student knows particular terms.
Even more,
will show how student got the definition:
past
knowledge, reading on his own, TV, root word.
If put
in a sentence, it may indica~e use of context clues.)

2.

Your book mentions ohmage in the chapter you are reading.
But it doesn't define the term.
How could you find out
what the word means?
(Shows what the student's
resources are:
index? the teacher? dictionary?)

3.

You are assigned a report on food in Shakespeare's time.
Where will you look for information?
(Shows knowledge
of resources.)

4.

How could you use the information on this graph?
(Shows whether a student can interpret the illustrations,
and whether s/he can apply new information.
Also some
inductive reasoning.)

5.

Match the symbol to the definition:
1. +

plus, positive
equals
=
c.
is not equal to
(Shows understanding of basic symbols.)

2.
- - -3.

6.

t

a.

b.

Draw a line through the sentences that do not help you
answer the question:
How many kittens did Prudence the
cat have?
Prudence liked fish.
One kitten was gray.
There were twin tiger kittens.
It took one hour and twenty-five minutes for the
kitten to be born.
This was Prudence' third litter of kittens.
(Shows some deductive reasoning ability.
Can student
sort out important facts from non-important.)

.. .J
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HANDOU'r 1

Phil Sheridan a nd tl1 e Shenandoa h Va lley
Read this si l e ntly to f i nd out why the Shen Jnd oah Valley wa s
valuctl.il e tu t h e NuLtl1 d ll<.t the Su utb in the Ci v il War.
During the Civil War, it was known simply as the Valley:
an open corridor slanting off to the southwest of Virginia
from the gap at Harper's Ferry . . It was a broad land, lying
between blue mountains with the bright mirror of a looped
river going among golden fields and dark woodlands, and with
pleasant towns linked along a broad undulating turnpike and
rich farms rolling awa.y to the rising hills.
Queerly enough, although it had been a vital factor in
the war, in a way the war had hardly touch e d it.
Stonewall
Jackson had made it a theater of 11igh strategy in 1862 1 and
there had been hard fighting along the historic turnpike and
near quaint villages like Front Royal and Port Republic, and
most of the fence raiJs on faJ:ms near the main highvrny had
long since vanished to build the campfires of soldiers in blue
and gro.y.
Yet, even in the s1J1m11er of 18 6 4, the land bore
few scars.
East of the Blue Ridge and the Bull Run Mauntains
the country along the Orange and Alexandrin Railroad had been
marched over and fought over and ravaged me rcilessly, and
it was a desolate waste picked clean of e v erythihg an
army mjght want or a farmer could use.
But the Valley had
escape d most of this, and when Phil Sheridan got there it
was much as it had always been--rich, sunny, peaceful, a lane)
of good farms and big barns, yellow grain growing beside
green pastures, lazy herds of sheep and cattle feeding on the
slopes.
An accident of geography made the Valley worth more to
the South than to the North, strategically.
Running from
southwest to northeast, the Valley was the Confederacy's
great covered way leading up to the Yankee fortress, with
the high parapet of the Blue Ridge offering concealment and
protection.
A Confederate drmy coming down the Valley was
marching directly toward the Northern citadel, but a Yanke~
Army moving up the Valley was going nowhere in particular
because it was constantly get.ting farther away from R.ichinond
and Richmond's defenders.
Nor did a Confederate force
operating in the Valley have serious probl e ms of supply.
The valley itself was the base, and it could be drawn upon
for abundant food and forage from Staunton all the way to
Wincbe~-;t.er and beyond.

l
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When the 1864 campaign began, Grant tried to solve the
problem of the Valley, and the solution then would have been
fairly simple.
All that he needed was to establish a Federal
army in the upper Valley--at Staunton, say, or Waynsboro,
anywhere upstream.
That would close the gate, and the
Confederate's granary and covered way would be u □ olo □□.
But
nothing had worked out as he planned.
First Sigel wenL up
the Valley, to be routed at New Market.
Then Hunter took
the same road only to lose everything by wild misguided
flight off into West Virginia.
So now the problem was
tougher, and the solution that would have worked in the
spring was no good at all in midsummer.
Grant studied the matter, fixing his eyes on the fields
and barns and roads of the Valleyf and he had a deadly
unemotional gaze which saw flame and a smoking sword for
devout folk whose way led beside green pastures and still
waters.
The war could not be won until th e Confederacy
had been deprived of the use of this garden spot between
the mountains.
If the garden were made d e sert, so that
neither the Southern Confederacy nor eve n the fowls of the
air could use it, the problem would be well on the way toward
being solved.
Grant put it in orders.
In a message to Halleck, sent
before Sheri.clan was named to the command, Grant v,ras specif i.c
about what he wanted; an army of hungry soldi e rs to follow
retreating Rebels up the Valley and "eat out Virginia clear
and cle a n as far as they go, so that crows flying over it for
the balance of the season will have to carry their provender
with them."
He spelled this out .in instructions for the
Union commander:
"He should make all the Valley south of the
Baltimore and Ohio railroad a desert as high up as possible.
I do not mean tliat houses should be burned, but all
provisions and stock should be removed, and the people
notified to get out."
The war had grown old and it was following its own logic,
the insane logic of war.
The only aim now was to hurt the
enemy, in any way possible and with any weapon:
to destroy
not only his will to resist but h.i ,: ability to make that will
effective.

Sourc e :
Thomas H. Estes c1.nd Jos e ph L. Vaughan, J·r.
Readi q an <l Lcarnin
i n th e Con t nt Clas s roo m (Boston:
Al.l yoiuic.1 l3ac o n , 1 9 7 8 , p p . 7 6- "/7 .
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HANDOU'I' 2
Comprehension Questions

7

l.

In the summer of 1864, Grant gave Halleck some specific
orders about the Valley.
What were those orders?

2.

Why didn't Grant just forget about the Valley?

3.

As used in this passage, what does grana~ mean?

4.

Why was the Valley strategically more valuable to
the South than the North?

5.

After Halleck received Grant's orders about the Valley,
who was put in command of the troops that were to carry
out those orders?

6.

Why did Grant specify "an army of hungry soldiers?"

7.

rrow had Grant tried to solve the problem of the Valley
in the spring of 1864?

8.

Why hadn't this plan worked?

9.

What was the name of this Valley that attracted so
much attent..ion in 1864?

10.

What did the author mean when he referred to ''the
insane logic of war?"

Source:
Thomas H. Estes and Joseph L. Vaughan, Jr.
Reading and Learning in the Content Classroom (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1978), pp. 78-79.

J
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HANDOUT 3
Ron's Answers to Comprehension Quesl:.ions

... ,
1.

In the sununer of 1864, Grant gave Halleck some specific
orders about the valley.
What was the essence of those
orders?
To turn the garden into a desert.

2.

Why didn't Grant just forget about the Valley?
Because it was a natural road to the Yankee citadel.

3.

As used in this passage, what does granary mean?

4.

Why was the Valley strategically more valuable to the
South than the North?
Because i t ran southwest to northeast.

5.

After Halleck received Grant's orders about the Valley,
who was put in charge of the troops that were to carry
out those orders?

6.

Why did Grant specify "an army of hungry soldiers?"
So soldiers would eat most everything.

7.

How had Grant tried to solve the problem of the Valley
in the spring of 1864?
Tried to set up a camp at the end of the Valley.

8.

Why hadn't that plan worked?
His men had been attacked and run off.

9.

What was the name of this Valley that attracted so much
attention in 1864?
Just, Valley.

I
~

7
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10.

What did the author mean when he referred to the
"insane logic of war?"
When you take sides in a war you try to h e lp your side
win even though you have to do some of the most logical
things in a war, any other time they would consider it
insane.

•J

Sou~ce: Thomas H. Estes and Joseph L. Vaughan, Jr.
Readinq and Learninq i n the Conte nt Classroom (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 197 8 ), pp. 05-U 7.

I
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HANDOUT 4

Guidelines for Constructing an
Informal Reading Inventory
Step 1.

Determine skills needed for reading in your
content area.

Step 2.

Select a representative passage from textbook or
other reading material.· The selection should have
a minimum of 200 to 250 words.

Step 3.

Using the selection as a base, formulate ten
comprehension questions that will indicate student
ability to utilize specific reading skills. A
general ratio for types of questions suggests 1 main
idea, 2 inferential, 2 vocabulary and 5 factual.
~he ratio and arrangement may vary, but the
inventory should include at least one of each type
of question.

Step 4 .

Prepare for administerjng the Inventory by
duplicating copies of the passage and the questions.
Schedule time to test.
Introduce the process and
purpose to the students.

Step 5.

Administer the Inventory.
For a more complete
observatj_on of student reading ability, the
Inventory can be adminj_stered in small groups so the
teacher can note behavior as well as test results.
This may be too time consuming for many content
teachers.
If the teacher wants to know how well
students can locate the information, they may keep
the reading passage in front of them as they
answer.
To check how well they remember, collect
the reading passage before handing out the questions.

Step G.

Score the student responses, allowing ten points
per question.
A suggested scoring scale can give
an indication of how much assistance the student
will need to use this material.
A score of 90 to
100 generally suggests the student could use the
material independently without much teacher help.
A score of 70 and 90 suggests the student can use
the material with teacher direction and help.
A
score beJow 50 suggests the student will be
frustrated by the material.
In the gray area
between 50 and 70 the teacher will want to do
some more analysis of the students' responses.

84
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Always remember these are not hard and fast
scoring rules.
They are very general limits.
Step 7.

J
/

.J

For more complete analysis of the student response
to the material, analyze the individual . test
question answers.
This is a subjective analysis
and should help the teacher identify problem areas
for the individual student.

I.
I

!
Chapter 6
READABILITY PLAN

1

Goal:

Teachers will become aware of readability as a
factor in classroom-reading difficulties, and
they will learn how to use two measures of
readability.

Objectives:

Teachers will do a Fry readability survey on a
sample passage.
Teachers will determine the readability of
their own textbook by using the Fry Readability
Graph.
Teachers will suggest alternatives to using
textbooks or materials whose readability is
beyond student ability.
Teachers will complete a sample cloze test.

Materials:

Teacher supplied texts, blackboard, overhead
projector, transparencies, handouts.
Transparencies:

.J

J
J

1.

blank ( 4)

2.

Fry conversion chart

3.

cloze passage with answers

85
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Handouts:
1.

Fry readabiJity graph

2.

sample reading passage

3.

sample clozc

pao □ agc

7
l
.l
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PLAN FOR READABILITY MODULE PROCEDURE
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Introduction.

What is readability?

Explanation of Fry readability graph.
Activity.

Using the Fry on a sample selection.

Discussion of results of activity.
Activity.

Using the Fry on teacher's own textbook.

Explanation of procedure for selections of less than
100 words.

VII.

Discussion of other factors that influence readability.

VIII.

Activity.

Brainstorming strategies for dealing with

materials whose readability level is too high for
classroom use.
IX.
X.

Discussion of brainstorming results.
Introduction and explanation of the cloze readability
procedure.

XI.
XII.

Activity.
Summary.

Completion of sample cloze procedure.

7
7

7
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SCRIPT
I.

One of the terms often heard in reading teacher
circles is "readability."

A

truism that often

follows that word is the idea that too many textbooks
are written on a higher grade level than that for which
they are intended.

A

se~enth grade history book,

for instance, might require ninth grade reading
ability.

Since not all seventh graders can read

on their own grade level, you can guess how well
they do with such a textbook.
When I am looking for a textbook for a class, my
first interest is the material.

Does it cover what

I feel is important for the course?

There are other

considerations, as any member of a textbook comrnittee
is well aware.

But the bottom line is whether or

not this group of students can use this book.

One

basic way to find out is by checking the readability
level, the grade level it best fits.
II.

A simple formula for determining readability was
designed by Edward Fry.

A number of other reading

authorities have devised readability formulas.

The

formulas work well, but often take more time than
the content teacher has to spend.
fast and easy to use.

Fry's graph is

Average sentence length and

number of syllables are used to estimate readability .

.. 1

J
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Using the graph is a five step process:

(Write

steps on transparency.)

7

1.

Select a representative passage.

Count off 100 words beginning at the beginning of a
sentence.

Include proper names.

Count numbers and

initialisms, like U.S.A., as a single word.
2.

Count the number of sentences.

If the 100 word selection ends in mid-sentence,
estimate the percentage of the sentence included in
the selection to the nearest tenth.

For example,

16 words out of a 32 word sentence would equal .5.
3.

Count the number of syllables.

If you are fuzzy on syllables, remPJnbP.r that each
syllable has a vowel sound.
syllable.

".7\ble" has two.

"Count 11 has one
For numbers and

initialisms, count each symbol as a syllable.

For

instance, 1947 would count as four syllables; U.S.A.
would count as three syllables.
4.

Plot your figures on the Fry graph.

I'll give you a copy of the graph in a minute.
Like any graph, find the intersection where the
lines meet.
5.

Remember this is an estimate.

Fry's procedure is meant to give a general indication
of readability.

As you might guess, it is not con-

sidered useful with poetry or with passages that are

i

j

1

I

~J

predominantly numbers.

...,
90

~

III.

For practice, see if you can figure out the

• 1

(Distribute

readability for this sample selection.

.,

Handout 1, "The Prince and the Temporary," and
Handout 2, copy of Fry's graph.
IV.

What did you come up with?
count?

Allow time to work.)

What was the sentence

What was the syllable count?

Anybody want

to guess why the variation in syllable count?
(Hopefully, someone in the group will mention that
we don't all pronounce words exactly alike.

I will

mention if they do not.)
Fry's procedure takes some variation in pronunciation
into account.

A small difference in syllable count

will not usually change an entire reading grade
level.
V.

What is the reading level of your textbook?

Go

ahead and run a Fry on a section of your own text.
(Give time to work.)
was?

Is it where you thought it

If you are surveying an entire textbook, you

will want to run a check on at least three samples
spread over the entire book.

Could you use this

graph on non-book materials?

Certainly.

You might

even want to check on material you have written for

-l

a class:
project.

J

essay exam questions, directions for a

7
7
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VI.

To adapt Fry's readability formula to passage of
less than 100 words is a fai~ly simple process.
Simply count the number of words and round down

7

to the nearest tenth.

Count the number of sentences

and syllables as usual.

Then multiply your figures

according to this chart.

(Use transparency of

conversion chart [Transparency 1] .)

You can copy

this chart on your copy of the graph, if you want.
Plot the figures on the graph and you have an
estimate of the readability.
VII.

Now that you are readability experts, would someone
like to make an estimate of the reading grade level
for this sentence?

(Write "'rhe child is father of

the man." on the board.)

This sentence illustrates

a point to remember when we talk about readability.
Not everything that affects readability can be
counted.

Other factors can influence the difficulty

of the material.

Among those factors are:

on transparency.)
levels of abstraction
complexity of concepts
multiple meanings

l

figurative and poetic language
technical and scientific terminology
variations in format and organization

j

l

(Write

7
7
.l
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background of experience
interests and motivation
To apply some of these ideas, consider this line from

7

Shakespeare, "Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow
creeps in this petty pace. .

"

I would wager

there isn't a word there that is unfamiliar.

But

the meaning is much more than just the words.

To

understand that line takes much more than the
ability to read the words.
You science teachers can fee]. free to do a bit of
sputtering.

If you are going to base readability

on the number of syllables, some of the basic words
in your courses might appear to be too difficult
for students.

Electricity is a five syllable word.

I'm nol cerlain, bul I Lhink il would be difficull
to substitute another shorter word which would mean
Lhe same Lhing·.

Neilher I nor Mr. Fry would suggesl

you substitute.

What I am suggesting is that you

consider these other factors when you are measuring
the difficulty of the material you wish to assign.
VIII.

Let me set up a hypothetical situation for you.

You

have a class in your subject area that includes
students of varying ability.

Since this is "let's

pretend," we can pretend that they are all dying to
learn everything about the subject.

j

read the textbook.

But they can't

What are you going to do?

I

J
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would like to have you brainstorm in subject area
groups.

Remember brainstorming is considerinq

every idea that comes to mind.
apparently crazy ones.

Include the

They may not be so crazy;

or they may trigger a really valid approach.
areas for each sub:i ect mqtter group to meet.)

(Give
To

free your mind, let's take a break then begin th e
brainstorming at
(Circulate to help groups start on time and to get
discussion going if necessary.
consider include:

Some ideas they may

substituting easier reading texts

or materials, audio-visual aids, taping key portions
of the material for poor readers to listen to,
direct experiences, and group projects.)

All right, what suggestions do you have?

(List on

transparency.)
IX.

What did you come up with?

(Ideas should include:

rewriting material on a lower level, substituting
other materials thut may be on hand either in book
room or library, presenting course concepts in
other ways, i.e., multi media, direct experience,
reading important material aloud or taping, having
students tape or rewrite some portions in their own
words for less able classmates.

Those suggestions

not covered by the group can be added during the
reporting period.)

+
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X.

There is another strategy for determining readabil-

• l

-

J

7

ity that is gaining popularity.
procedure familiar to you?

Is the cloze

(If familiar to all,

simply remind them that it can be used on a sample
section from the textbook and provide copies of
reading level scoring percentages.)

For those of

you who haven't encouritered it, let me explain
briefly.

Based on the Gestalt principle of

closure that suggests we seek to make whole units
out of famiJiar pieces, the cloze looks like a
fill-in-the-blank project.

The teacher selects a

representative passage . from the material to be used.
Leave the first sentence complete.

Beginning with

the second sentence delete every nth word.

In

most cases the choice is every fifth word.

Continue

the delitions until there are fifty blanks.
scoring figures are based on fifty blanks.
blanks must all be the same length.

The
The

To vary the

length of the blanks depending on the word to be
filled in would give students too much help.

Students

are asked to fill in the blanks with the word that
best fits.
!

-j

There should be no time limit, and

spelling errors should not count.

For scoring

purposes, count only the exact word, not synonyms.
Though it may seem overly difficult to choose the
exact work, the scoring figures take that difficulty

J

7
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into account.
the scoring.

To accept synonyms would invalidate
Students will also find help in the

context clues offered by surrounding words and by
their awareness of the structures of the language.
Here are the scoring figures.

(Put ~ercentages

on transparency, explaining each level as it is
written down.

100% to 58% = Indeoendent level.)

The student can read this material with out teacher
help.

(44% to 57% =Instructional.level.)

The

student can use thj.s material with tcachor help such
as introductions, vocabulary, study questions, and
follow-up activities.
level.)

(Below 44% = Frustrational

The student will not be able to make much

use of this material.
XI.

Think you could score 100% on a cloze?
and see how you do.

Try this one

Find the word that fits best.

Remember the percentages have been computed to allow
you a number of errors; you don't need to get every
blank correct.

(Hand out cloze sample [Handout 3).

Allow time for work.

When finished read the answers

[Transparency 2) so group can figure their own
readability.)

_I

What skills did you use to fill in the blanks?

Did

you find the surrounding words were of some help?

J
j

J

How about you knowledge of how our language is put

96
together?

Though you may not be able to identify

the part of speech, you know what sounds right in a
particular place.

Could you devise a cloze test

on the reading material in your subject area?

It

takes a very short time to type your chosen selection on a ditto.

It usu~lly takes little more time

to administer the test.
students.

1

Scoring can be done by the

This self-scoring also gives the teacher

an opportunity to remind students of the language
and context skills they already have and may be

I

unaware of using.
XII.

The cloze and the Informal Reading Inventory are
two ways to pre check the readability of Lhe maLe~ldl
before you make a lengthy reading assignment.

They

can save teacher time by matching students and
material early.

They can help prevent the frustra-

tion and apathy generated when students are assigned
beyond their reading ability.

This ends the Readability module.

At this point the group

would be asked for a mini-evaluation and directed to the
next module or asked for a full workshop evaluation.

J
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'TRANSPARENCY 1

~

7

Conversion Chart for Fry's Graph
These figures are for use in deLerminiug the readability of selections with less than 100 words.

Count the

number of words then round down to the nearest tenth.
Multiply the number of sentences and syllables in the
selection by the appropriate figure below.

Plot the

resulting figures on the Fry Graph.
If the number of words
in the selection is:

Multiply the number of
syllables and sentences by:

30.

• • 3. 3

40 •

• 2. 5

50 .

• • 2. 0

60

•

•

70.

~

80 •

•

90 • .

•

.

. 1. 67
. 1. 43

.

. 1. 25
• 1. 1

Graph taken from Harry W. Forgan and Charles T.
Mangrum II.
Teaching Content Area Reading Skills (Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E . M~rrill , 197G ), p. 33.

7
7
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TRANSPARENCY 2 (with answers)
and
HANDOUT 3 (without answ~r~)
Asking Questions
Helping students read with better comprehension is
probably the goal of every teacher who gives reading
assignments in an information source.
response

that objective is to

to

students with questions which
reading and
sion

The almost automat:ic
Erovide __ _ _ _

- - --will - - - -

them develop those comprehen-

h~l£___

One observes this among

skills

teac]1ers as well as

to answer question, one

be able to apply
skills

questions and the content.

help the readers because
the

need help in comprehending
tion, presumably because
necessary

But

the questions are asked

this

to

skills

_ _ _ _t _h_-y_ _ __

don't have the

If students already are

to perceive the relationships
tion so as
to

to

they

reading selec-

to identifi the significant

able

J

must

in the relationship between

test the logic of

l

To be

reading skill or

the

implicit

the

reading

content area teachers.

among

But -----~estions __ ___ are assumptive.
able

guide their

:Ln

information

that informa-

formulate related ideas, or
synthesize those ideas with

prior

----------

....,
I

100

7
I

knowledge and experience, they
the skills

tho teacher intended to

which

when he or she

lack the skill,

then

no amount of asking--

teach them how to - - -- ~
upply~ -This

scenario

reading skills as well
ing of th e

content.

always valid, as you

not

Often the questions are
of
- ----------

asked

teacher

student's

their understandThat assumption is
know

- -- - -

only as a matter

form, as the traditional

to make certain students
'rhe

obviously assumes that the

as

course

have

way

read the assignment.

gives little thought to

skills students must have
questions adequately.

will

the unknown skill.

purpose is to develop

teacher's

they

becaus e

whatever rate or frequency--

at

teach

If the

the question.

asked

cannot do all this

stud e nts

would have

already

to

the

answer the

That use of questions, that way of

dealing with reading assignments is even more assumptive
than the other.

7
7
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HANDOUT 1
The Prince and the Temporary

... 1

I

Once upon a time, there was a handsome merchant
prince who had a problem.
more work than workers.
business suffered.
help services.

It seems . his office sometimes had
And when that occurred, his

The prince called various temporary

But none could consistently provide people

who fit into his office routine.

He became sorely vexed.

Then, one day, he was leafing through a magazine
(much as you're doing) and he happened upon a Manpower ad.
It told of their wondrous Predictable Performance System.
How their advanced interviewing and testing techniques
assure stand-out stand-ins--office LernJ?OLciLles wlth the
skills and attributes to turn in consistent qualifty
performances.
Needless to say, the prince did the obvious:
called Manpowe.r.

he

Tlley l)Luvluecl a. temporary who stepped in

and did the work that had to be done.
The prince and the Temporary worked temporarily ever
after .

.l
l

J

J

Copy from an advertisement for Manpower Temporary
Services, People Weekly, June 12, 1976, p. 23.

7
7-----.
J
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Cha.pt.er 7
LISTENING AND NOTETAKING PLAN
Goal:

Teachers will understand that listening and
notetaking are two skills that can improve with
instruction.

Objectives:

Teachers will identify teacher behaviors that
can negatively affect student listening and
notetukin~.
Teachers will identify factors that ~ositively
affect listening and notetaking.
Teachers will brainstorm ideas for improving
listening and notetaking skills

j_n

their own

classrooms.
Materials:

Overhead projector, blackboard, transparencies,
handouts, mini-lectures.
Transparencies:
1.

blank (3)

2.

outline for second mini-lecture

Handouts:

J

I

.. j

1.

purpose _for listening

2.

signal words

103
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PLAN FOR LISTENING AND NO'l'E'l'AKING MODULE PROCEDURE

, I

J

l

l

I.
II.

III.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Mini-lecture to illustrate poor delivery factors.
Review of lecture to identify factors.
Recommendations for improving lectures.
Discussion of purposes for listening.
Mini-lecture illustrating positive delivery factors.
Comparison of lecture and lecture outline.
Activity.

Take break, then ask for listing of

sounds heard.
VIII.
IX.
X.

Introduce Cornell notetaking system.
Explain Cornell notetaking system.
Summarize by pooling ideas for application of learning
in individual classrooms.

_j
.. J
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SCRIPT

,

-j

I.

,.,
l

(Begin with mini-lecture on pitch, stress, and rate,
using the worst possible delivery.

Read notes,

shuffle papers, monotone voice, minimal volume,
haphazard organization.
settled.)

Begin before group is

All right, let's see how much you now

know about oral interpretation.
you wrib-:: the

I'd like to have

definitions for these terms (write

on board and write badly).
II.

You're looking puzzled and a bit irritated.
don't blame you.

I

That may have been one of the

world's worst lectures.

I

want you to pick it apart.

hope it was, because I
Let's list everything

you can think of that made it a bad lecture.
the observations on a transparency.

(Write

Should include:

began before full class attention, monotone voice,
no vocal cues to what was important, volume too low,
no organization, no eye contact, distractions with
shuffling papers.)
III ..

May I suggest that if we want students to listen,
we need to begin the process by examining what we
are asking them to listen to.

Notice my emphasis.

Simply by giving important words more stress we can
help students hear that they are important.

7
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Variation in pitch helps, too.

Research has shown

a monotone delivery can cause temporary deafness.
Wild, isn't it?

'l

Simply overstimulating the little

hairs tha~ pi~k up a particular frequency can cause

them to temporarily lose some of their sensitivity.
Interference from oLher sounds can uisL.rdct U1e

I think we are well aware of the diffi-

listener.

culty in hearing when a train goes by or heavy
equipment is working.

But even small sounds and

pleasant ones can demand part of the attention that
should be focused elsewhere.

A teacher friend of

mine reported with some mirth, a comment made by
one of her third graders.

The child told her, "We

like you cause you don't bother us when we are doing
our work."
One of the best arguments for a quiet classroom is
not just because the principal likes it, but
because our students can concentrate on their work
better.

I am not an advocate of silent classrooms.

There are lots of times when classrooms buzz:
discussions, group work sessions, class competitions.
But I do recommend

I
I

•l

• .J

a

variation in the noise level

with quiet times for reading or individual work .
IV.

If I had to reduce all the advice about listening
into a single word, I would choose •
minute.

.j

What word would you choose?

. wait a
(Give time for

7
7

discussion, and write the words on a transparency.)

-1

The word I had in mind was "variety."
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It helps

when we vary our voices, when we vary the time when

7

lisLening is required, and when we vary the purpose
for listening.
listening.

Here are some purposes for

You might check and see which ones apply

in your particular subject.

(Hand out Purposes for

Listening, Handout 1.)

v.

We've discussed what we can do to improve listening.
Now what can the students do to improve their
listening habits.
teacher.

Some of my suggestions involve the

Here is another chance to check your own

listening skills--which appear to me to be excellent.
See what you notice about this next mini-lecture.
(Give lecture as though to students.)
VI.

Here is an outline of that lecture.

(Put trans-

parency of lecture outline [Transparency 1] on
overhead.)
information?

Did I follow it?
Great.

Did you get the

If you would like a copy of

the signal words I have them here.

You can pick

up a copy at the end of this session (Handout 2).
VII.

You were listening for many different reasons.
Hopefully, you wanted the information, you needed

_I

J
J

to focus on something to keep from going to sleep,
you realize I am one of the world's greatest

.....,
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speakers.
important.
that.

I think mainly you realized listening is
I don't think all our students realize

So perhaps the first step in teaching

listening is to be certain the students are aware
of its importance.

I think the best way to build

that awareness is by listening ourselves.

It is

subtle, but, boy, don't we aJ.l listen better when
we know the other person is listening to us.

I

sure do.
My listening tells me you might like a break.

Let's

take a ten minute one and be back at
You have just had ten minutes to listen.

Would you

jot down some notes as reminders and then I will
ask you to repo r t all the sounds you heard during
the break.

(Give five minutes for recall ancJ. noi:.eB.

List all sounds on the board.)

Could you use this

sort of activity with yom: s Luden Ls to make them
more aware of listening?
VIII.

Sure.

Many times the purpose set for students is to get
the information.

We assume they will take notes.

Have you ever looked at the notes your students take?
Have you ever had reason to believe your students are
less than adept at taking notes?

Right.

So what

can we do to help improve the notetaking skills?
Many of the same suggestions for listening will

7
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apply.

We can help by reminding our students of the

organization we are using, by reminding th~m of
kAy wnr~A.

7

We CAn point out our own idiosyncracies,

such as using a different pitch or more volume on
important points.
IX.

One technique that can be of help is a notetaking
technique called the Cornell Notetaking System.
Devised by a man named Walter Pauk at Cornell
University, it is a simple idea.
with sheet of notebook paper.)

(Demonstrate
On one side of the

paper the student writes down notes as he listens.
We remind him to make them brief so he doesn't
lose his place in the lecture.

To copy down one

statement verbatim while losing six other points
isn't really of great use.
After the lecture, the student goes over the notes
he has taken, and from recall, adds whatever
additional information he feels is important on
the blank side of his paper.

This is the time to

copy over badly written portions, make complete
sentences for clarity, and add any information he
remembers but coul~ not get down.

The notes then

become more complete, with the additional advantage
of a review of the material.

7

7
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X.

To round out this discussion of listening and notetaking, I'd like to take a few minutes to pool

J

ideas for helping students improve their notetaking

~l

skills.

What have you done or seen done, or guessed

that might be done to help?
cussion.

(Give time for dis-

Take notes on transparency.)

like to have a copy of these ideas.

l

Would you

I'd be glad

to run them off for anyone who wants a copy.

l
I

(If the group would like them, tell them how they
can get copies.)
(As starters for the discussion, recommend some of
the strategies suggested in this module.

Every

teacher should tape a lecture to evaluate their
own voice presentation; prepare lect11re outline for
students to follow; not require notes for films or
demonstrations, instead go over the material briefly
afterward; explain the Cornell notetaking system.)
XI.

I think with the ideas you have discussed today,
that your students have a marvelous opportunity to
become better listeners and notetakers.

The skills

will help them in your classroom and anywhere else
they choose to use them.

_j

And their skill will save

your having to repeat lectures and teach the same
material twice.

7
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At this point, the module is over.

The teachers will

complete a mini-evaluation and be directed to the next
module, or complete the final workshop evaluation.

l'iPPENDI XES FOR CJll\ PTER ·7

l
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MINI-LECTURE ON PITCH, STRESS, AND RATE
One of a teacher's most useful tools is his or her
vulce.

Tuu ufte11, llttle attention is paid to this wonderous

apparatus.

Caruso made his living with his voice.

Orson Welles.

So did

The teacher with a sore throat knows how

important his voice is.

The students notice too.

Pitch is very important when talking about voices.
Everybody has a pitch.

Some speech teacher I once

encountered told me I could find my pitch by talking and
trying to find the key on the piano that come closest to
the tone I used most often.

There is a good point here.

Use the piano and test your voice to see how much variation
you have in pitch.
monotone speaker.
listen to.

Using one tone is called being a
A monotone speaker is very boring to

A monotone can put your students to sleep.

I know about that.

As unusual as it may sound, I have seen

it in my own classes.
You should also become aware of variety in stress.
Variety in stress is when you say different words with
different amounts of force.

A teacher can whisper or shout,

and there are lots of differences in between.

You can

stress important words in a lecture by saying them with
more force.

Or you can do just the opposite.

Do something with your rate, too.

About 150 to 175

words a minute is what students normally feel comforatable

J
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listening to.

That comes from research.

Time yourself

by reading something as you would say it to a class.

This

can really work.
So you see that rate,

tant.

stress, and pitch are impor--

7
7
J
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MINI-LECTURE

SIX FAC"rORS WIIICII AFFECT LIG'I'ENING

Some research suggests that high school u.nd college
students may spend as much as 90 percent of their class
time listening.

Even if that figure is high, it would

seem reasonable to review what we know about listening in
order to evaluate and improve the listening that goes on
in our classrooms.
In this lecture we will consider six factors that
influence listening.
teacher's role.

The first three focus on the

The last three are concerned with the

student's role.
Perhaps the most important thing any teacher can do
to establish a good listening climate is to be a good listener.

It is necessary to know what students are thinking

and feeling in order to structure their learning.
give limited feedback.

Tests

Many times we want to know how a

student arrived at an answer, not just what the answer was.
Listening to the student not only gives us information, it
also establishes a basic courtesy.

We listen to each other.

Another factor in listening is attention.

If we

wait for class attention--and more if we require it--we can

J

be more certain that our students will listen.

To begin

a lecture or assignment when only a portion are obviously
listening means we must either repeat, or put up with

J

7

I
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poorly done assignments due to misunderstanding.
r

l

I do not

recommend waiting until students allow you to speak.

I do

recommend requiring their quiet and eye attention before

l

giving the information they need.
A final factor in the teacher's area of responsibility is variety.

Elementary t~achers know that a variety

of activities is necessary for survival.

Grade school

children simply can't handle too much sameness.

High

school students can sit still for much longer periods.
longer does not mean inexhaustible.

But

A high school class

that is the same, day after day, can lead to boredom.
Boredom can lead very quickly to inattention and a shut
down in learning.

To encourage attention, we can vary

the class activities.

We can j_nclude discussion with groups

of different sizes, demonstrations, story problems to
carry facts instead of straight lecture.

We can ask the

students to be responsible for some teaching.

We can give

opportunities to use their new concepts in practical ways.
You will of course have many more ideas that fit your
subject more precisely than my generalities.
If you vary class activities, emphasize and require
student attention, and most of all, practice good listening
yourself, you will be doing your part to help establish
r

•J

a good listening environment in your classroom .
Now what about the three factors that are the
student's responsibility?

._J

7
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I do not mean to be simplistic when I say that first

l
l

of all, students must listen.

It is not enough just to

hear.

Students must focus their attention on what is being

said.

Doodling, and thinking about that gorgeous thing in

the second row won't work.

1

Focusing attention will lead to the second important
factor:

looking for organization.

must help here by being organized.

Of course, teachers
When students look for

organization they are trying to identify the main point.
They listen for the details that support the conclusions.
They listen for the cue words that suggest the relationships.
If students are focusing their attention, and looking
for the organization, the third factor follows almost
automatically.

They must think about what they have heard.

Where does this inforrna tion flt in with their prev l.ous
knowledge and experience?

Do these ideas make sense?

If

noL, ask quesLions Lo clarify whaL is puzzli11g.
We have talked about other factors that influence
listening.

In this lecture our major concern has been with

six factors that are controlled by the teacher and the
student.

The teacher must be a good listener, require

class attention, and vary classroom listening activities.
The student must focus on listening, look for organization,
and think about what he has heard.

\
)
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TRANSPARENCY 1
r

l

Six Factors Which Affect Li~tening
Since a great deal of classroom time is spent
listening, it would seem reasonable to review what we know
about the subject in order to evaluate and improve the
listening that goes on in our classrooms.
Six factors influence listening.
I.

II.

_j

I

l
.._)

Teacher's role
A.

listen to students

B.

require attention

C.

work for variety

Student's role
A.

focus attention

B.

look for organization

C.

think about what was heard

7
l
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HANDOUT 1

Purposes for Listening

ri

It is a truism that we listen best when we have a

I

reason to listen.

Below are some reasons for listening

suggested by Petty, Petty, and Becking in their book
Experiences in Language (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1973),
p. 19.
1.

to get the main idea

2.

to select details

3.

to establish a mood

4.

to answer questions

5.

to summarize information

6.

to separate fact from opinion

7.

to gain a visual image

8.

to recognize propaganda, bias, or prejudice

9.

to appreciate, enjoy

10.

to determine a speaker's purpose

11.

to adapt information presented to a
particular need

12.

to evaluate in terms of criteria

l

13.

to perceive relationships

~j

14.

to show courtesy

15.

to interpret unusual or especially appealing

l
~

language

I

.I

... }'

...,
I
I
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HANDOUT 2
Signal Words
Thia material ia taken from H. Alan Robinson's
Teaching Reading and Study Skills (Boston: Allyn and Bacon,
19 7 5) , pp.

7 0-7 2.

GO signals

tell the reader that the following is more of
the same.
first, second, third, etc.
next
not only but also
more -Lhan lhat
furthermore
likewise

CAUTION signals

tell the reader a conclusion or summary is
corning.

thus
therefore
consequently
accordingly
in restrospect
TURN signals

.j

J

otherwise
in spite of
although
despite
conversely
however

tell the reader to stop and pay careful
attention to what follows.
undoubtedly
without question
signifj_cantly
without doubt
hereafter

• I

hence
in conclusion
in summary
in brief
as a result

tell the reader to watch for a difference or
change.
yet
on the contrary
nevertheless
meanwhile
notwithstanding
on the other hand

STOP signals

in addition
similarly
moreover
at the sume time
also

without precedent
unquestionably
absolutely
whenever

121
RELA'TIONSHIP signals

tell the reader something about the
way ideas or items are related.

T irne:

Space:
Cause and Effect:
Degree:
Condition:

finally, while, when, soon
beside, there, here
becaus~, sincR so thAt
above all, more, mct1cy, less
if, unless, though

7
7
~
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Chapter 8
ORGANIZING FOR UNDERSTANDING PLAN

'7

Goal:

Teachers will investigate need for organization
in instruction and will become familiar with
two types of organizational strategies.

Objectives:

Teachers will analyze a poor reading assignment
for sources of difficulty.
Teachers will anulyze a sample structured
overview and then create one for their own
subject area.
Teachers will complete a sample study guide.
Teachers will construct their own study guide
modeL

Materials:

Blackboard, handouts, overhead projector,
transparencies.
Transparencies:
1.

test on Trilling paragraph

2.

structured overview

3.

suggestions for study guide activities

Handouts:
1.

paragraph by Trilling

2.

study guide on "Seagulls"

3.

reading assignment for study guide
122
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PLJ-,.N FOR ORGANIZING MODULE PROCEDURE

I.

7

Activity.

Reading assignment and test as demonstra-

tion of poor organizing.
II.

III.

IV.

Discussion of purpose-setting task.
Introudction of structured overview.
Subject area group construction of sample structured
overview.

V.
VI.
VII.

Review of samples.
Introduction of study guide.
Small group study and completion of sample study
guide.

VIII.

Discussion of advantages and disadvantages for
student in use of study guide.

IX.

Discussion of advar1tages and disadvantages for
teacher in use of study guide.

X.
XI.
XII.
1

J

LJ

Small group construction of sample study guide.
Discussion of results of group work.
Summary.

7
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SCRIPT

~
I.

I'd like to have you take a few minutes and read
through this before we get started.

(Hand out

paragraph by Trilling [Handout 1].)

When all have

finished reading--make no comments while waiting
for slower readers--put fransparency (Transparency 1)
with questions on the overhead projector.

Be

certain all handouts are turnP.d over he.fore
revealing the questions to be answered.)
Now, would you please answer these questions.

(Give

enough time for real indignation to set in.)
How many of you are feeling this assignment is
unfair?

It most certainly is.

I could be even

more unfair and use the results of this test as part
of the computation for your grade for this workshop.
Luckily, the workshop isn't being graded, and I
wouldn't do anything so mean to such a nice group.
Let's analyze the assignment for a moment to
see why it was unfair.

(Discussion should reveal

that there was no purpose stated in the reading
assignment.

The test was a surprise.

Without

pre-reading purpose, the group did not know whore
their attention should be directed.)

One of the

first and best things we can do for our students, is
to give them a reason for doing what we ask.

.. J

The
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purpose setting statement need not be long and
detailed.

"As you read this next chapter, decide

what events most directly led to the civil war."
"Read this section to identify another way in which
nuclear energy can benefit mankind."

"What

techniques does Hemingway employ to make Henry
seem real?"
II.

Those statements may seem impressive as the dickens,
but how do you come up with purpose-setting statements?

Richard Earle, a professor of mathematics,

suggested the teacher had three tasks to complete
before meeting the students.

A review of those

three tasks should answex the question I just pos~a.
According to Earle, the first task is to identify
the most important concept~.in,the material to be
taught; the second task is to identify the key
vocabulary words; the third task is to set priorities.
In other words, what is important to teach in this
unit?
•j

What words will my students need to under-

stand to grasp the concepts I want them to learn?
Of all the things I might cover, which are the
rcul essentiuls?
If these questions are answered, then the purpose
setting will be a fairly obvious procedure.

If I

want my students to be aware of the differences in

7
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trade th~t result from the differences in the
commodities traded, that is what I will ask them to
look for.
III.

I can additionally prepare my students for what they
are going to be studying by giving them a structured
overview of the chapter or unit.
sound impressive?

Doesn't that

For those of you who may not

have encountered one, here is an example.

(Put

structured overview [transparency 2] on the overhead.)
By definition, a structured overview is a picture

made up of the key vocabulary arranged to show the
relationship among the terms.

Such a picture can

be dittoed off for each student or mRde into a chart

and hung on the wall for students to consider as
they progress through a unit of study.

The advantage

is that it not only calls their attention to the
words they will need to know, but also channels them
in their attack on the material.
IV.
j

To give you some practice with this technique, I'd
like to divide you into subject area groups and have
you develop a sample structured overview.

The

• J

topic is your own choice.

You know your course

material much better than I ever will.
level is optional; choose what you J.ike.

The grade
When you

have finished, would you put your overviews on the
.J
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board.

That way we all get the benefit of seeing

more than just my example of the technique.
will have forty minutes.

7

You

During that time you may

agree in your group on when to take a ten minute
break.

Whatever your arrangement, let's begin our

discussion of your sampl~s at

(Assign

areas for each subject matter group to meet.
Circulate to be certain all understand the idea and
the assignment.)
V.

Hey, these look interesting.
Tell us about this one.

Let's hear about them.

(Go through each group's

structured overview.)
VI.

I like what you've done with a structured overview.
I should give you all medals as a reward.
I want to challenge you even further.

Instead

If you were

elementary Leachers, I would tell you to put on your
thinking caps.
Another useful strategy for organizing instruction
is the study guide.
the idea.

I suppose we may all have used

Any time we tell students to skim over

or skip page 47, but read carefully the next two
pages, we are in e~sence giving them a study guide.
I would like to recommend that we take this basic
idea and really expand it .

.. J
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The purpose of a study guide is to help students
understand the reading assignments we give them.

l

• I

Herber suggested this understanding or comprehension
could be seen as three levels:

the literal, the

interpretive, and the applied.

In other words,

reading the lines, reading between the lines and
then reading beyond the lines.
Herber is also a great believer in simulations.
Don't just tell students what to do, show them how.
A study guide is a means of leading students
through a simulation of the type of thinking you
want them to do.
VII.

Does it sound complicated?

Here is a sarnpl e study guide.
on "Seagulls," Handout 2.)

(Pass out study guide

Would you pull your chairs

around to form groups of three or four?

Read over

the material and then follow the directions.

We'll

talk about your reactions as students and as
teachers considering using study guides after the
work session.

(Give time to read and complete the

guide.)
VIII.

Well, what do you think?
reactions as students.

Let 1 s start with your
(Ask group for advantages

and disadvantages for the student.

Reactions cannot

be totally foreseen, but they can be expected to
mention the following:

.;
• ...J

student knows exactly what

7
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is expected; guide may direct thinking in areas
r

1

strident might overlook; guide shows student that
thought is orderly progression building on fact.
Disadvantages noted might include:

guide requires

thinking beyond some students' ability;

considering

statements and answering-take time.
IX.

One of the disadvantages you have mentioned for the
student can really be an advantage.

If you have

students who may not be able to function on the
inferential or applied levels, you may assign them
only the literal level of the guides.

In any

discussion the starting point must be factual.

Let

these students be responsible for getting the ball
rolling.

They are then included in class work in a

necessary capacity.

And they have the opportunity

through simulation of seeing how thinking progr~sses.
What are the advantages and disadvantages to you
as a teacher?

(Again, the reaction cannot be

totally predicted.
could be:

Some of the advantages noted

tool for individualizing instruction

to a degree; method for insuring students are
,._j

getting what you want them to get from an assignment;
structured exercise in thinking.
mainly teacher time and effort.

Disadvantages are
Also, teacher seen

as doing the work for the student.
is mentioned, deal with it here.

If this problem
If not, will be

7
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I

mentioned at end of module.)
study guides takes time.

You are right, making

It also requires the

teacher to know the material and decide what is the
"7

I

important idea or concept.

But, let me remind you,

once a guide has been constructed, it can be used
over and over again.

Th$ time spent can also help

the teacher clarify his or her own understanding of
the material and what it offers the student.

You

can be sure that you are asking students for
information and understanding based on the material
and not on what may be clear only in the teacher's
mind.

You can avoid giving a reading assignment

and then having to lecture on the same material
because the students got nothing from their reading.
I don't expect you to rush right home and begin making
study guides for every chapter in your textbook.
You know that some reading assignments won't need
a guide.

You also know what your work load is.

I do

hope, though, that you will consider the study guide
technique when you have some challenging material
you want your students to really understand.

x.

To make that consideration more than a passing whim,
I would like to give you some practice in constructing

.l

a study guide.

Would you go ahead and work with

the groups you have already formed.

I will give you

the reading assignment so you don 1 t have t6 make

7
7
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that up out of your own imagination.

,,-)

~l

Be creative.

If you get stumped for ideas, I have a transparency
here with some suggestions for other types of

7

activities you may include in your study guide.
Let's see what you can come up with in thirty

,1

i

minutes.

(Put TransapreDCY 3 on the overhead.

Pass out reading assignment, Handout 3.

Circulate

to help groups get started and clarify any
misunderstandings.)
XI.

What did you come up with?
ideas.

Let's share brilliant

Those of you with dumb ones can share too.

I often find that those so called dumb ideas turn
out to be some of the most stimulating and exciting.
(Take time for discussion of study guide ideas.)
XII.

Thank you for your energy and your thoughts.

I

hope you will find some of the strateyies we have
talked about to be useful in your own classroom.
I think they are tools that may in the long run
save teacher time.
comprehension.

I think they can improve student

By doing so, they can save the time

spent on repeated re-explanations.
One final comment.

.J

Some teachers may wonder if

study guides and structured overviews and the like
don't give students too much help.
so.

.. J

I don't think

First of all, the students won't have a guide

7
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for every assignment.

Some simple tasks won't

require help, and later on, students will have
developed the reading skills learned through
simulation to a more independent degree.

Secondly,

and perhaps more importantly, the student is not
given everything.

He must use his own judgment

and think about his reading in order to fill out
his study guide or discuss the statement with
his classmates.

Finally, I agree with Berber's

assumption that it is the teacher's job to teach,
not just test.

My concern is not just with finding

out which students don't have the knowledge or can't
solve the problem.

I want to help them find the

information they need so that they can solve Lhe
problems.
Enough of my sermon.
philosopy.

This is not a workshop in

It is a workshop in strategies.

Hope-

fully you have found some strategies that will fit
in with your philosophy, your materials, and your
students.

At this point the module is ended.

Teachers will be asked

to complete a mini-evaluation and then be directed to the
next module.

If this is the last, they will be asked to

complete a full workshop evaluation and then be dismissed .

.._j
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'rRANSPARENCY 1
"RealiLy" 'l'esl:

1.

How many sentences are there in the paragraph?

2.

Name the five people who mistake appearance for

reality.
3.

What is the last word in the first sentence?

4.

Who wrote this paragraph?

5.

Where does Van Nostrand Reinhold Company publish books.

7
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TRANSPARENCY 2

~,
I

- j

LEAIDJ lNG 'l'H.ROUGH DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUCTION

...,

depends on

I

0 R G A N I Z A T I O N

of
Instructional Needs
student needs
teacher goals
curricular demands
through

through
Classroom Structure
total class
small group
individual

concepts
materials
activities
leading to
compatibility
between
CON'l1 ENT

and
P R O C E S S
• j

•

j

Source:
Thomas H. Estes and Joseph L. Vaughan, Jr.
Reading and Learning in the Content Classroom (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1978), p. 124 .

._j

7
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TRANSPARENCY 3
Sample Study Guide Activities
1.

"By the Waters of Dabylon 11 is u story by Stephen Vincent
Binet.
It is set in the future but makes references to
a past which in reality may be our own present.
To
eliminate some of the time confusion you could list some
of the statements from the story and ask students to
identify their p1ace in the order of the story as wel.l as
their place in the future, present, or p a st according
to our own time.

2.

Check all items which correctly identify operations
that could be used to solve the problem.

- - -5,280
5,280

feet multiplied by 1/4
fe e t multiplied by 4
---5,280 feet divided by 4
_____one minute divided by 4
.25 multipli e d by 5,280
= = =4 divided by 5,280

3.

Draw connecting lines to link the perception of time
in a day as seen by each of the people listed in column
three.
Day
Day
Day
Day

minute
week
hour
year
month
forever

Dav
J.

Day
4.

Some of the items below are directly stated in the poem,
some are only implied (the author means it but doesn't
say it).
Place the letter of the statement under the
correct heading.
a.
b.
c.
d.

The clock
the hour.
A man was
The whole
A man was

strikes all four quarters before striking
cursed by his luck.
town was aware of the execution.
hanged.

STATED
J
/

a

J

children
young man
old men
dead men
lovers
boys

IMPLIED

]37
S'l'ATED

( cont. )

IMPLI E D

(cont . )

Source:
Harold L. Herber.
'rcachinq Rc 21di nq .1.n
Content Arcc1s (Enc3Jcwood Cliff, N.J . ~ ·rcnt.icc - J.la.1.1; .l.978),
Appendix B .
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HANDOUT 1

7
I

"Reality"
All literature tends to be concerned with the
question of reality--I mean quite simply the old opposition
between reality and appearance, between what really is and
what merely seems.

"Don't you see?" is the question we want

to shout at Oedipus as he stands before us and before fate
in the pride of his rationalism.

And at the end of Oedipus

Rex he demonstrates in a particularly direct way that he now
sees what he did not see before.

"Don't you see" we want

to shout again at Lear and Gloucester, the two deceived,
self-deceiving fathers:

blindness again, resisLance Lo Lhe

clear claims of reality, the seduction by mere appearance.
The same with Othello--reality is right under your stupid

l

nose, how dare you be such a gull?

So with Moliere's

Orgon--my good man, my honest citizen 1 merely look at
Tartuffe and you will know what's what.
Eve--"Wornan, watch out!

So with Milton's

Don't you see--anyone can see--

that's a snake!"

Source:
Lionel Trilling, in The Contemporary
College Wrjter, Harry M. Brown (New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold, ·19-71), pp. 16--17.
LJ

7
l
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HANDOUT 2
0

I.

Seagulls 0 Study Guide

Directions:
Listed below are three statements.
Read the first statement with others in your group.
Look in the following reading selection to see if it
contains the same information contained in the
statment.
Place a check.on the numbered line if
the statment does so.
It may use either the exact
words or may paraphruse, as long as it says the
same thing.
You must be able to give evidence to
support your opinion.
If any persons in the group
have a problem with words in either the statemenLs
or the reading selection, be certain to help them
develop an understanding of those words.
React to
all three statements.
1.

Seagulls have seriously damaged Swedish
crops and gardens.

- - - 2.

Seagulls laid eggs faster than the experts
could destroy them.

3.

Experts boil the eggs and the gulls keep
trying to hatch them until it is too late.

For years millions of hungry seagulls have
flown inland and seriously damaged Swedish crops and
gardens.
Experts at first tried to reduce the
number of gulls by destroying their eggs but found
that the gulls merely laid more eggs.
Now, armed with saucepans and cooking stoves,
the experts boil the eggs and carefully replace them
in the nests.
The gulls, not knowing the eggs will
never hatch, sit on them hopefully until it is too
late to try again.
II.

.J

.__j

Directions:
Read through the following statements
and think about how they relate to the information
you discussed in Part I of this exercise.
Place a
check on the numbered line before each statement
which expresses an idea that can be reasonably
supported with information from the reading selection.
Be ready to discuss the supporting evidence with
others in your group.

- - -1.

Swedish people place more value on vegetable
life than animal life .

140

2.

Seagulls don't recognize hard-boiled eggs
even when they are sitting on them.

3.

The Swedes huvc found a·way to control th~
Seagull plague.

- - -4.
III.

A good way to keep seagulls from multiplying
is to make it impossible for their eggs to
hatch.

Directions:
Read throug~ the following statements.
Think about ideas and experiences you have had
which are similar in principle to what you found
in the reading selection.
Check each statement
which you think is reasonable and which you can
support by combining ideas contained in the reading
selection with your own related ideas and experiences.
Be ready to present evidence from both sources to
support your decisions.
1.

Man's ingenuity insures his surviva_l.

- - - 2.

If at first you don't succeed, try, try
again.

3.

Destruction can be pea.c~ful or violent.

4.

Appearances can be deceiving.

I

J

Source:
Harold L. Herber.
Teachinq Reading in the
Content Areas (Englewood Cliffs, N.J~rentice-Hall, 1978),
pp. 39-40 •
... j

...J
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HANDOUT 3
What Does This Hnve to Do with Reading?
"If you don't have a loud place for them--a lounge
of some sort--the kids will turn you off.
them."

You'll never reach

So said an earnest young.man, a paraprofessonal

deeply involved in a middle school project designed to
involve every student and every teacher in a skills training
program appropriate to his needs.

For the teacher, it was

the skill of teaching reading within his subject.

For the

student, it was the ability to absorb and use the content
of his subjects.
So what does the young man's argument have to do with
reading?

Really, a great deal.

He was urging us to do

something to eliminate the dichotomy between the students'
real world and the "school world."

We listened carefully to

his idec1.s.
He did not convince us that blaring record players
in a student smoker would open students' minds to the truths
preserved in print.

He did convince us, however, that more

sensitivity to the students' real world would make school
programs more productive.

A student lounge we conceded,

would be a desirable adjunct to the Learning Center we were
planning.
And what about teachers?

They, too, have a

curriculum quite different from what they display either in

7
7
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their own classrooms or in the courses where they are
students.

The extent of the dichotomy between the teachers'

real world and the school world can be addressed easily

7

I

by stepping into a faculty loung e and then following the
persons you meet there into their classrooms--listening to
them carefully in both settings ..
We do not argue for the "relevant" curriculum tha.t
allows each student to study--or teacher to teach--whatever
suits his fancy.

The values of scope and sequence are not

entirely specious.
However, we would argue that, as consumers of
knowl e dge, skills, and attitudes, students do have something
to say to us about how they learn and whether the curriculum
has any relationship to the world as they know it.

If we

let them talk and if we listen to them, then perhaps they
can infuse the school curriculum with the life we have looked
for.
Perhaps, also, if we provide teachers with opportunities to talk to one another about the art and science of
teaching--over an extended time during the school day--then
their real world would illuminate their professional
world .
•

j

Do you think this has anything to do with reading?

Source:
Harold L. Herber. Teachin g Readi n g in the
Content Areas (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prenflce- ll a l 1 , 19 ·1 8T ,
p.

• J

,._j
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Chapter 9
USING THE TEXTBOOK PLAN
Goal:

Teachers will realize the importance of student's
knowledge of textboQk parts.

Objectives:

Teachers will complete a quiz on textbook parts.
Teachers will identify important textbook parts.
Teachers will brainstorm ideas for teaching
texbook parts to their stucltrnts.

Materials:

Blackboard, set of textbooks {one copy for
each teacher}, textbook qui~ handout, blank
transparencies (2).

I

·. j
I

•J
J

J

...J
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PLAN FOR USING TIIE TEX'I'BOOK MODULE PROCEDURE

I.
II.

Introduction.
Activity,

Divide into teams to take test on book

parts.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.

Correct tests.
Identify important book parts.
Brai.nstorm ide a s for t e aching textbook skills.
Summary.

7
7
~l
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SCRIPT
1.

Hy the time they reach high school, our students have

been using textbooks for nine years.

7

They have been

using them in class, carrying them around, and maybe
taking them home.

Have you ever asked your students

to close their eyes and name the title of their
text?

Scary, isn't it?

Perhaps not.

Many of us

remember the book we arc using by the cover
illustration or color.
What can be scary is the fact that many stucfrmts don't.
seem to know the inside of their book any better
than they know the title.

I am not talking about

subject matter, though that too may be a problem.
Right now I am concerned with the standard features
of a textbook that can be too.ls for locating,
organizing, and understanding the material covered
regardless of the subject.
II.

As an illustration, would you take a test for me?
No grades; everyone will pass.

·

To make the project

interesting let's count off by six and call each
I

.l

group of six a team.

You may discuss the questions

and share answers . . The goal is to be the first
group finished with the test, and with the right
answers.

J

(Count off and divide into groups.

7
7
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Distribute tests

[Textbook Quiz Handout] face down

so all begin at .same time.

Give time needed for

completion.)
III.

We know which group finished first, but were they
correct?

Let's check and see.

(Go through test,

soliciting correct answers from the group.)
Terrific.
IV.

I think you can all use this text.

From this test, and your own experience, what would
you identify as the important features of a
textbook.

(Copy list on transparency.

It should

include:

1

1.

title and author

2.

chapter titl.es, main headings

3.

preface

4.

introduction and summaries

5.

illustrations

6.

publishing information

7.

index

8.

footnotes

9.

bibliography

10.

table of contents

11.

glossary

12.

appendixes

Those features

not suggested by group can be added

by workshop leader.)

7
l
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v.

~]

How do you think your students would do on the test
you j us L Look.?

I f you llcive doulJLs, why 11u·L elev .i.se

one using your own textbook and check out your

7

assumptions.

If the students can not use the parts

of their book, and you assume they can, your assignment may frustrate or di~courage them.

It is

possible that students may do poorly on an assignment
not because of difficulty with the subject matter,
but rather because they lack the skills to use their
textbook to find the information they seek.

How

can you be certain your students do have the necessary
skills?

Let's make a list of ideas either for

teaching those necessary skills, or for helping
students use them in the classroom.
suggested on transparency.

(Write skills

The list might include;

taking students through sample graphs and charts,
asking students to make their own charts and graphs,
calling the textbook by name when making assignments,
pointing out textbook features and requiring their
use in assignments, holding students responsible
for information in footnotes, illustrations, etc.,
and modeling the use of textbook aids.)
VI.

I think you have some great ideas.

Not only will

you be helping your students, but you can safely
require them to use skills you know they have.

I

think it should make some of the teaching easier.

148

1

At this point the module is finished.

1:eachers would be

asked for a mini-evoluation and directed to the next
section or asked for a final workshop evaluation.

APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 9
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7

TEXTBOOK QUIZ HANDOUT

I

Do You Know Your Textbook?
1.

What is the title of chapter five?

2.

Name the author(s) of your book.

3.

In chapter two, what does the second sub-heading tell
you?

4.

On what page of the book can you find a definition of
?

5.

If you wanted to buy another copy of this book
directly from the publisher, would you send your request
east or west of the Mississippi?

6.

What is the type of illustration on page

7.

On page

there is a graph.

What does it

tell you and which entry is the greatest?
8.

What is the fifteenth word in the glossary?

9.

What is the title of the book written by
?

.

)

.J

10.

Does this book have a preface?

11.

Are there summaries in the chapters?

12.

What is the first footnote in the book?

Where?

?

Chapter 10
QUESTIONING PLAN
Goal:

Teachers will become aware of the variety
possible in questio~ning strategies, and identify
some of the flaws and advantages in different
types of questioning procedures.

Objectives:

Teachers will survey the Santos' Taxonomy of
Comprehension Questions and prepare a sample
question for each level.
'I'eachers will identify ten major flaws in
questions from commercial materials.
Teachers will consider the cloze as a testing
technique and complete a sample cloze test.
Teachers will brainstorm ideas for helping
their students take tests.

Materials:

Blackboard, overhead projector, transparencies,
handouts.
Transparencies:

• J

1.

b] ank

( 2)

2.

Santos' taxonomy of comprehension questions

3.

cloze test

151

lS2
Handout:
'J.',::,n fl aws in corn1n,.: r c.Lal mater:i al quR,.,t.:ions
0
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PLAN FOR QUESTIONING MODULE PROCEDURE
I.
II.
III.

Introduction.

Why consider questions.

Review of taxonomies using Santos as a sample.
Activity.

Construct sample questions based on

Santos.
IV.
V.

Report on questions to clarify and reinforce.
Review Axelrod's ten flaws in commercial material
questions.

VI.

Introduce and discuss the cloze as a testing
technique.

VII.
VIII.

._j

Complete sample cloze.
Brainstorm ways to help students take tests .

7
7~
7
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SCRIP'I'
I.

To suggest that teachers could learn more about
questioning might seem as sensible as suggesting
that butterflies could use flying lessons.

Some

researchers suggest that questioning is a teacher's
most basic teaching strategy.
time to consider such a basic?

So why should we take
Precisely because

questioning is so commonplace, we may overlook it as
an area for improvement.

I do not suggest that the

questioning you are doing now is all wrong.
I have the "new" way to ask questions.

Nor do

What I do

propose ii:., that. we take a look at the wide varie_ty
of questions we might ask, and that we investigate
some of the problems we can run into when we ask
questions.
II.

First of all, how many of you arc familiar with any
of the questioning taxonomies?
which.)

(If some are, ask

For those of you who are not taxonomy

readers, I'd like to direct your attention to this
transparency.

(Put Transparency 1 of Santos•

taxonomy on the overhead.)

Before we go any further,

can someone give me a definition of taxonomy?
(Wait for volunteer.

Definition should explain

taxonomy as a classification system.)
I

._J

This particular taxonomy is concerned with types of
questions.

,.J

.J

All right.

Many reading authorities have devised

7
7 .c,
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taxonomies of comprehension questions.

I like

this one bccauoc it seems moot adaptable to
different subject areas.

If you want to check out

other examples, let me know and I'll dig through
my files for you at another time.

Now back to

Santos.
The firsL category is identified as recognition/
recall.

These questions can be answered verbatim

from the reading.

A student may find and read the

answer or recall it from memory.

We are concerned

at this point with concrete, literal fact.
The second category is translation.

A question of

this type requires the student to put the information
in his own words or in another form, but still
keeping the idea basically unchanged.
The third category is ~pp lication.

Questions of

this type ask the student to use a previously learned
skill or principle to explain or solve a new situation or problem.
The fourth category in Santos taxonomy is ~~lysi~.
A question of this type asks the reader to take a
look at the parts of a communication or idea, and
consider the relationships among the parts.
The fifth category is s y nthesis.

These questions

require the reader to combine his past learning with
the new to form a new product.

7

7
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The final category is evaluation.

~

J
7

These questions

ask the reader to make a judgment or evaluation
based on predetermined criteria.

The reader must

make decisions and support his or her view.
This, very briefly, is Santos' taxonomy of comprehension questions.
III.

So what do you do with a taxonomy?

For one thing,

you need not worry about including every category
every time you ask questions.

I think the main

advantage to knowing a taxonomy is the reminder that
there are a number of different kinds of questions
that can be asked.

It also helps me when I am

trying to think of a way either ~o me~sure a
particular type of comprehension, or to stimulate
my students' thinking in another direction.
To stimulate your thinking, I would like to give
you the opportunity to write some questions based
on Santos' taxonomy.

I'll make it a bit simpler

for you by asking you to work in subject area groups.
You may agree on a particular lesson to work with.
You have twenty minutes, so let's say we will be
reporting back a t __ ____
group to meet.
j

(Give areas for each

Circulate among groups to be certain

assignment and categories are clear.

Leave Santos'

taxonomy on the overhead for all to consult if
necessary.)
J

7
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'l
IV.

Report time, people.

What have you come up with?

(Go through each group's questions.)

v.

Now that you are experts on

Fantastic.

questioning, I am sure

you will be more aware of the quality of questions
you find in some of the materials you work with.
Some of them, I'm afraid, won't measure up very well.
Some may ask nothing more than recall questions.
Facts are necessary building blocks, of course.

But

of what use are building blocks, if they aren't used
for building?
Axelrod made a list of flaws in commercial materials.
To challenge your powers of deduction--actually I
thjnk the process is inductive--let's see if you can
figure out the flaws from these examples.

One major

flaw per example.
(Hand out papers with examples of ten flaws as
described by Axelrod [Handout 1).

Depending on

answers, guide where necessary to the correct flaw
identification.

The following are the correct flaw

responses:

.'

... .;

1.

Pupil does not have to read selection.

2•

Pupil can skim and not read entire selection.

3.

Insufficient directions to answer.

4.

Insufficient information to answer.

5.

Test not culture free.

6.

Alternative answers ridiculously wrong .

7
,..,
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7.

Choice of possible answers too limited.

8.

Multiple answers possible but not allowed.

9.

Answer detected by grammatical construction.

10.

Questions that test, not teach; when the
intent was to teach.)

Does this activity make ~ou think of all the questions
you have missed on poorly written tests?

I wanted to

take a copy of the article to a few chosen teachers
of mine and send it to some standardized test makers.
VI.

If you are looking for a way to test your students,
have you considered the cloze?

For those of you who

may not be familiar with the technique, let me
explain briefly.

The word c]oze comes from the

concept of closure.

Gestalt psychologists observed

a common human t e ndency to see the whole when given
familiar parts.

For instance, what's this?

a clozc circle on the board.)

(Draw

No, it isn't really

a circle because it isn't completed.

But because

we know what a circle is, we subconsciously closed
off those last few inches.
The same pinciple can work with sentences.

The

standard procedure is to select a representative
passage, leave the first sentence intact.

Beginning

with the second sentence, delete every nth word
until there are fifty blanks.
is to delete every fifth word.
.J

A frequent procedure
Ask students to

159
fill in the blank with the . word that best fits.

The

blanks should all be the same length and there should
be no time limit set for completion.
based on a fifty blank count.

The scoring is

The percentage

correctly filled in gives an indication of how well
the student can read that piece of material, or
similar ones.

I have copies of the scoring percentages

in my office.

If you would like a copy, check with

me after this session and I'll make arrangements to
get one to you.
ment.

On to the cloze as a testing instru-

Essentially it is the same procedure except

that you may write a passage yourseJf rather than
take it from the text.

Then you may delete key words

in the sentences rather than every fifth word.
VII.

For example, take a look at this.

(Put sample

cloze [Transparency 2] on the overhead.)
would fit the first blank?
remaining blanks.

Right!

What

(Go through the

The words for fill-in are:

cloze, students, synonym, one, ?--whatever the group
suggests.)

That last one ~llustrates a variation

that is possible.

Because the answer is a matter of

opinion, I could not count any answer really wrong
as long as it fit the blank.

11

Polar bear" won't fit.

l

.l

But, great, sil!_y, or confusing would all be acceptable .

.J

.J

7
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VIII.

Before we bid questioning a fond adieu, I'd like
to look at one more concern.

students become better test takers?

There are

techniques we have picked up or been taught throughout our own years as students.

I
.l

How can we help

The point here isn't

to make tests easier for.the student.

It is to make

certain that a test will measure what the student
knows about the subject, not bow well he knows how

·1

to take a test.

Let's brainstorm for a few minutes

and see what we can come up with.
transparency on the overhead.)

(Put blank

The most obvious

thing I can think of is to read over the entire
test before beginning to write answers.
this on transparency.)

(Write

What else can you think of?

(Suggestions should include:

.l

1.

Sort thP. quAst.ions for dif:Ficulty, and besin
with the easiest.

2.

Be certain you understand the question and
what sort of answer it requires.

3.

Budget time.

4.

Proofread answers.

5.

Don't try to be the first one done.

.. J

I

j

.._J

.J

It

isn't a race.
6.

Outline answers to essay tests before writing.

7.

Stick with your first answer, if in doubt.

161
8.

Try to ilnswer everything--you may guess right.
But be certain you are not penalized for
wrong answers.

9.

Study beforehand.
cepts.

10.

Know key terms and con-

Be able to repeat in your own words.

Know what test words mean, i.e., row,
column, etc.

11.

Come prepared with necessary materials.

12.

Come rested.

All night study sessions may

blur your thinking.)
These tips that seem so obvious to us may be totally
new to our students.

Following these suggestions

may mean that the test score will reflect what the
student knows about the material instead of what he
doesn't know about taking a test.
I have had college professors who have given out
pre-tests for students to study before the actual
exam.

The papers gave us a chance to collect our

thoughts and learning in one place for review.

And

they also gave us a chance to see the sort of
questioning technique the individual professor
favored.

We all know that studying for an essay

exam is not the same as for a multiple choice or
true-false test.
here.

There is a question of philosophy

Some may feel that helping students take tests

is spoon feeding or giving them the answers .

._j

~
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Others suggest that if you are helping them learn
the material it is important for them to know,
you are accomplishing the course purpose.

(If

there is time, this might be a nice discussion
topic.

It would be a free discussion, since any

answers are personal phi~osophy.
close the module.)
of you.

If not time,

I don't know the answer for any

I do know that when we answered the

pre-test, we consolidated and solidified much of our
course learning.

And I do know,

I personally hate

the arguments afler tests that are based on lack
of test taking skill rather than lack of knowledge.
Thank you for sharing your ideas.

At this point, the module is finished.

Teachers will

complete a mini-evaluation and be directed to the next
module, or they will complete a full workshop evaluation and
be dismissed .

.. J

.J
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'.rRANSPARENCY l
Gantos' Taxonomy of Comprehension Questions

....,

l.

l

Recognition or Recall Questions

I

A reading question falls under this category, if
it can be answered verbatim with specific information
found in the selection read, and if it requires the
reader to repeat or locate the information.
2.

Translation Questions
A reading question
requires the reader to
in his own words or in
while keeping the idea

3.

falls under this category if it
restate a specific information
another form of communication,
basically unchanged.

Application Questions
A reading question falls under this cat~ogry if it
requires the reader to recall an appropriate and
previously learned skill or abstraction (generalization,
principle, theory, rule, technique, or procedure) and
then use it to explain or solve a problematic situation
which is presented in a new context.

4.

Analysis Questions

_j

A reading question falls under this category if it
requires the reRaer to identify the component parts of
a given cornmunicat.ion and/or determine relationships
among these component parts or among parts of ideas.
5.

Synthesis Questions
A reading question falls under this category if it
offers a variety of possibilities and allows the reader
freedom of expression.
At the same time it requires
him to compose a unique communication, devise a
proposed procedure, or derive new relationships .

.. j

-
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Evaluation Questions
A reading question falls under this category if it
requires the reader l:o determine whether a given
co11ununic.:1tion meets standnrds set up by t.he student
herself or presented to her.
It also requires her to
make decisions and to support her views in her own words.

~1-..

;; 1
'

6.

I

;

,

Source:
Harry W. Forgan and Charles T. Mangrum, II.
Tl~achincr Cont.en t. Area Rcadiw1 Ski 11 s ( Col urnbus, Ohio:
Charles
1-i .. rr:i J.l , . -~f, c,) , pp~ 176-rl.
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TRl\.NSPARENCY 2

C.Loze 'rest
This is an examp]e of a
can be used to test what

l

test.

have learned.

It

The

teacher may choose to require the exact term, or to accept
Students may be reminded that only

a

word, and not a phrase, should be used to
fill the blank.
I think the cloze is

I·
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HANDOUT J.
Questioning Flaws
1.

The eggs most people think of are

a.
2.

b.

hens'

ducks'

c. snakes'

Football players wear helmets and heavily padded
uniforms to protect their bodies.
The catcher on a
baseball team wears a mask and a heavily padded chest
protector.
Hockey players wear heavy leather shin
guards.
In many highly competitive sports there is some risk
of

3.

a.

losing the game.

b.

being put out of the game.

c.

physical injury.

d.

heavy penalties.

The story said, "In spring, people said,
time of new leaves.'"

'It is the

the word it means
4.

"When I was a little girl my father had a team of
horses."
How many horses did the girl's father have?
a.

5.

1

b.

2

c.

J

d.

4

The matzoh and gifts were hidden, and the lamb was
almost ready.
What holiday is this?

.. j

3

-----
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6.

The room was messy and
a.

J
7.

unspoken

yes

b.

no

No sled would move on a.

9.

b.

Did James find the caterpillar in the garden?
a.

8-

unswept

water

b.

air

c.

--~- .
wheels

d.

sticks

Fill in the blanks from the phrases listed after the
sentences.
Dan can sit
Nat sits and
Rags can
Dad can

10.

Determine the meaning of the word by its structure, by
its use in the sentence, or by its context.
A squabble is

a victory

b.

a fowl

c.

a dispute

d.

an agreement

Source:
Jerome Axelrod, "Some Flaws in Commercial
Reading Comprehension Materials," Journal of Reading, 17
(March, 1974), 474-79.

.l
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Chapter 11
SUMMARY

This project was designed to help content teachers
develop strategies for improving.their students' content
reading skills.

It was not the author's intention to create

new reading teachers, but rather, to help content teachers
become more aware of the skills necessary for reading the
materials they assign.

This awareness, and the activities

within the workshop, were intended to aid teachers in
developing techniques for improving those necessary skills.
A one day workshop format w~s chosen because its
sl1ort duration appeared most appropriate to the content
teacher's busy schedule.

The workshop format also provided

opportunities for direct teacher involvement and consideration
of teacher generated problems.
The workshop activities were organized in independent
modules around seven major reading problem topics selected
after a review of the literature.

The seven topics, whose

importance was dictated by frequency of mention were:
vocabulary, diagnosis, readability, notetaking and listening,
organizing for understanding, using the textbook, and
questioning.
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Each module included a lesson plan with goal,
objectives, and materials; list of procedural steps;
script; and copies of materials to be used in the module.
The basic pattern for each module included an activity to
introduce the problem, an opportunity to draw conclusions
or make generalizations, and tim~ to apply new learning to
classroom situations.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations on an untried project are difficult
to make.

An evaluation form is j_nc].uded in the workshop,

and the author intends to make use of that form whenever
the workshop is presented.

Participants' cormnents wi lJ. be

considered with the leader's own observations in evaluating
the workshop's strong and weak points, and in planning for
change.
Some recommendation, however, are possible even
before the workshop is presented.

Those recommendations may

be summed up for both the author and the reader in a reminder
not to consider the project as a finished product.
The author is aware of increasing publication in the
content reading field.

Some authors, such as Harold Herber

(19, 20) and Edward FJ~Y (13), are revising their early
writings in light of new research.

To consider only the

literature read for this project, and not continue examining

7,
I
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new materials would severely limit awareness and understanding of a growing field.
Continued reading and the content teacher's growing
awareness of reading problems could lead to elimination
of some topics and inclusion of others not presently considered.
Both the author and any reader who chooses to use
this project should be aware of the assumptions made about
what teachers know and do not know.

The workshop leader

will need to be flexible enough to deal with the characteristics of the workshop group.

None of the workshop

activities are so crucial that they could not be eliminated
if they will be of no use to the group.

Any activity can be

extended if the teachers themselves wish more time or depth.
On a very practical level, the author would not
recommend offering this workshop during the first week on
The time for making arrangements would be too

the job.

short, but more, there would be too little opportunity to
know the teachers and their needs.

If teacher's needs

are a consideration--and they are--then another recommendation would be that the workshop be open to any interested
teachers regardless of grade level assignment.
should be voluntary.

Attendance

Requiring teachers to attend could be

seen as a criticism of their present teaching practices.
The two final recommendations are concerned with the
material.

•J

Do know the material .

The author should review
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not only the workshop materials, but also their sources in
the literature before a workshop presentation.

Any others

who might choose to use this material will want to have
enough background to answer questions the activities might
stimulate.

1

Knowing the material should not be construed as a
direction to memorize the script.

The scripts should be

considered guides and detailed outlines to facilitate
organization.

Memorization could interfere with the

leader's ability to listen to group needs and with the
flexibility needed to deal with those needs.
The project should be seen not as an end product,
but as a beginning.

The workshop leader must be willing to

change when the change is valid and necessary .

• J
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APPENDIX A
CONTENT WORKSHOP QUES'rIONNAIRE

~
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I have a lot of materials and ideas for improving
reading in subject areas.

But I don't want to bore you or

waste all our time covering areas that are of little
interest or help to you right now.

Would you complete this

questionnaire to help me narrow down the scope of our
workshop to fit your needs and interests.

Simply put a

check in front of the following statements and questions
that fit your classroom.

If you have a problem that isn't

covered, please feel free to jot down any ideas or suggestions

on the back of this sheet.

11

I 11 refers to the teacher.

"They" refers to your students.

Thank you.

return the questionnaire to my box.

(You ca.n

Let's set Friday as

the deadline.)
1.

The students don't seem to know the key words for the
subject I teach.

2.

They have trouble figuring out an unfamiliar word.

3.

I'd like to know how to help them remember the key
subject. terms.

4.

They don't seem to get much from reading assignments.

5.

I'd like to know whether they can read the book before
I make a reading assignment.

6.

I'm not sure what skills they need to read the book, so
it is hard to tell if they have the necessary skills.

180

7.

They are pretty sharp, but the book seems too hard.

8.

I'd like to know how to tell if the book fits the

students.
9.

How can I tell whether or not the supplementary reading
material is too difficult?

10.

What am I supposed to do with the kids who can't read
the textbook?

11.

What should kids know about their te~tbook?

Don't

they already know how to use it?
12.

I don't think they use the glossary.

13.

I don't think they read the illustrations or graphics.

14.

They have trouble seeing relationships in the subject
material.

15.

I wish I knew another way to show students how to
organize what they read.

.l

16.

They don't know how to sift the importQnt concepts
and ideas from the details.

17.

They don't always do well on tests.

18.

I would like some questioning strategies that get kids
to answer more than just yes_ or no.

19.

I would like a way to find out what my kids are learning
and what they are missing.

20.

I don't think they take notes very well.

21.

I would like to have them pick up more from my lectures.

22.

Why sould I spend time teaching notetaking and listening
skills .

..J
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Are there any otl1er questions or problems you would
like to add to this list?

1

Please do.

l

APPENDIX B
1iv01UZSBOP EVALUA'J1 ION
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APPENDIX B
WORKSHOP EVALUATION
Your candid comments can help in the planning for
future workshops or study sessions.

No signature

js

necessary, but I would appreciate your reactions and
opinions.
1.

I took this workshop because

-------·------------------------·---2.

(Please circle the answer that best expresses your
op.in.ion.)

a.

This workshop (will, will not) help me do my job
better.

b.

I

(have, have not) learned some new techniques at

the workshop.
c.

I

(knew, did not know) most of the techniques

covered.
d.

I

(think, do not think) the workshop dealt with

real problems.
e.

The workshop (held, did not hold) my interest
very well.

f.

I

(would, would not) profit by attendance at

another workshop.

1
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3.

(Please check the statement that best expresses your
opinion.)

n
l
l

a.

This workshop was just what I desired and needed.

b.

This workshop was less than I desired and needed.

c.

The explanations and activities were over my head.

d.

'I'he explanations and activities were too elementary.

4.

The thin~ I liked most about the workshop was

5.

The thing I liked least about the workshop was

6.

If I could I would change the

- - --

Please use the back of this sheet for any further comments
you may wish to make.

Thank you!

Adap ted from The Conference Planner (Washington,
D.C.: National School Public Relations Association, 1967),
pp.

64-65.

